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GROUNDBREAKING BEGINS CONSTRUCTION
OF CASASSA BUILDING

Roger M. Sullivan '52

ALUMNI PROFILE:
ROGER M. SULLIVAN '52
he reception area to the
Downtown Los Angeles law
firm of Sullivan, Workman &
Dee is richly decorated in dark green
marble, with the firm's name
mounted in gold letters just outside
the entrance. Inside the office of
Roger M. Sullivan '52, though, the
stately is replaced by warm, homelike surroundings.
Sullivan, much like his working
space, is relaxed in his mannerisms
despite a hectic schedule, and knows
how to budget his time and balance
the stress of a busy practice, numerous charitable interests and a large
family. So impressive are his undertakings, and especially his contributions to the law school, that Roger
Sullivan has been selected the I989
recipient of the Distinguished Alumni
Award, presented yearly by Loyola
Law School at its Alumni Awards
Dinner held this year on Thursday,
November 2, 1989.
Looking back at how he began
practicing law in Los Angeles,
Sullivan relates that he was first
turned on to the joy of learning at
Loyola High School. Young Sullivan
was also very influenced by his
grandfather, Michael Purcell - a
lawyer and prominent Catholic
layman in the area, and a personal
friend of Reverend j oseph J. Donovan,
S.)., regent of the law school back in
the days w hen it was nam ed the St.
Vincent's School of Law.
"When I first becam e a lawyer, it
was because 1 was im pressed with
grandfather as my role model," says
Sullivan. "He always had books and
magazines around him , and he
was an active layman and a
good person."
The son of a real estate salesman
and one of fi ve children, Sulliva n
describes his childhood as relatively
carefree despite the Great Depression. Los Angeles and his Washington
/Crenshaw neighborhood were
simpler then. He explains, 'There
were street car rides and you could
hitchhike to the beach."
just w hen Sullivan was graduating
from high school, World war Il st arted and every young man seemed to
be leaving for the service. This, in
addition to the navy pilots dating his
older sisters, drew Sullivan into becoming a naval aviation ca det. He
studied three semesters of pre-engineering and w as then sent to the
Navy's aviation program for two
years. Sullivan recalls landing
his aircraft on a Carrier to
earn his wings.
A career as a Navy pilot was not
to be the course of Sullivan's work,
Continued on page 3

groundbreaking, dedication
ceremony for the Rev. Charles
s. Casassa, S.J., Building and
the Hugh and Hazel Darling Ubrary
Pavilion took place on the Law
School campus September 20,
I989. Loyola Law School officials
and guests, along with local dignitaries watched as the first spadeful
of soil was turned, marking the start
of construction.
Construction of the brightly
colored stucco-finished building and
the library pavilion has been made
possible by the Fritz B. Burns Foundation and the Hugh and Hazel
Darling Foundation. The Casassa
Building, a 6- story facade, is the fifth
building which completes the Phase
IV project for the Law School
designed by Frank 0. Gehry. The I
Building will include a bookstore,
seminar rooms, and two 30-seat
classrooms on the "sunken" ground
floor. The first floor will house student organization offices (offices for
the student journals will be housed
on the fourth floor) and a vending
area that opens on to an outdoor
terrace. Located at the northern
portion of the building, on the first
floor, w ill be a 90-seat lecture hall
that is accessible from both the
ground and first floor levels. The
curved pedestrian bridge will
connect the Rains Ubrary to the
second floor of this Building. Both
the second and third floors are
dedicated to library functions, and
are joined by a stair tower which
serves as a "lantern" visible from
campus on the south side of the
building, fronting the campus. The
remaining two levels w ill primarily
accommodate administrative offices.
The top floor will house the video
studios, the trial advocacy classroom, another conference r oom and
the Chancellor's suite. Both the new
classroom building and the pedestrian skywalk w ill be nam ed for
outstanding individuals - Rev.
Charles S. Casassa, S.)., and Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh and Hazel Darling.
Casassa, w ho is best remembered
as a humanitarian and for his com-

A reception, held after the ground breaking ceremony, allowed those in attendance to chat and recall
memories of Father Casassa and Mr. and Mrs. Darling.

mitment to academic excellence,
served as the tenth president of
Loyola Univer sity and as chancellor
emeritus of the University until his
death. He was ordained as a Jesuit
priest in 1938 and his first assignment to Loyola University was in
1939 as an instructor in the philosophy department. During his
lifetime, Casassa achieved many
notable accomplishments. He will be
remembered for many reasons, but
perhaps he will best be remembered
for his belief in the educational
Father Charles 5. Casassa

Continued on page 5
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PRITZKER GOES TO GEHRY
rank 0. Gehry, the architect
responsible for the contemporary design of the Loyola
Law School campus, has recently
added another accolade to his list of
honors - the most coveted Pritzker
Architecture Prize.
The Pritzker, an international
award, is the m ost prestigious prize
in the field of architecture and
recognizes the creative genius of
architects in the field.
Gehry, who officially received the
award in Japan, has also designed
the newest building of the Law
School - the Casassa Building

F

Fricz B. Burns

and the Darling Ubrary Pavilion,
currently under construction.
Known by many as an "artist's
architect," Gehry has designed
hom es, shopping centers, museums,
skyscrapers and restaurants in Los
Angeles, across the U.S., Asia and
Europe. The uniqueness of his work
has been most recognized in more
recent years, and in the L.A. area
his work includes renova tion of the
Hollywood Bowl, the California
Aerospace Museum, the Temporary
Contemporary at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, and, of course,
the Loyola Law School.
•
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ne of the un-ending debates
that engages those in academia involves the issue of
professional activities outside of the
classroom. Controversy inevitably
swirls around the issue of faculty
scholarship. How much does it contribute to or detract from teaching 7
How relevant is traditional academic
research and writing to the concerns
of students and the Bar? Would not
faculty be better off just focusing on
teaching and. to the extent that time
is available, engaging in practicing
and consulting in the "real" world 7
Fortunately. Loyola has not
suffered from the dichotomy
between research and teaching.
Further, regardless of their outside
activities, most faculty are very
accessible to students, spending as
much time in discussion, advice and
counseling on an individual basis as
they do in class. Still, despite the
prominent visibility of all of the
physical changes at Loyola and the
growth and development of the
library and such professional staff
areas as career counseling and
placement and financial aid. the
most profound development during
my tenure as dean has been the
greatly increased emphasis on and
support for faculty scholarship and
related professional activities.
For most of Loyola's history,
faculty members taught very heavy
academic loads; today, we have
achieved a level of class hours and
subjects consistent w ith that of the
nation's finest law schools. Typically.
a faculty member will teach no more
than two courses a semester with no
repeats or duplications. A faculty
teaching assignment may include a
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lumni supported the
Advocates Campaign in
record numbers last year.
Building on this momentum, 1,000
alumni donors, a 22 percent increase
over last year, is the goal for 1990.
The campaign is underway and
already over alumni have made gifts
to the Advocates.
"Although a 22 percent increase is
an ambitious goal, it is an achievable
goal if everyone who is able
contributes. I am hopeful that 'the
90s will be a time of strong and
broader alumni participation with
the Law School," said Roxanne Christ
'85, chairman of the Advocates. "As
the school continues to recruit the
highest caliber of students, alumni
support is needed to increase the
scholarship pool available;·
Christ continued.
Special donor groups reflect the
different giving-levels. Alumni who
make gifts of $1,000 or more are
members of the Donovan Fellows,
the most prestigious support group.

large (100 +/-student) major Barrelated required or recommended
class, a more advanced class (50+/students) and a small class or
seminar. In any given year, approximately half the faculty will teach
either a skills class like Ethics,
Counseling and Negotiation or Trial
or Appellate Practice, or a small
first-year writing section.
Although such a schedule represents a substantial teaching
commitment, faculty members do
have sufficient time when combined
with summer research and writing to
produce scholarly articles and books.
Is it worthwhile? In my opinion, absolutely _·not only for the research
result itself. but also for the richness
and depth a research-involved
scholar can bring to the classroom.
There is no doubt that scholarship
sometimes has had a bad name
among students and alumni. The
stereotypical image is of a detached,
often absent-minded individual who
reluctantly takes time from research
to deliver dry, uninspiring and often
irrelevant lectures, who regards
students with stolid resignation
as a necessary evil and class time as
something that must be endured. At
worst, such professors are seen as
cynical exploiters or manipulators
who use low-paid student research
assistants to produce articles that
will enhance their scholarly reputation and perhaps lead to lucrative
consulting engagements. If such law
professors exist anywhere (and I
might add that they would have a
difficult time surviving in today's law
school environment), they are most
definitely not present at Loyola .. In
fact, several of our most productive
and thoughtful scholars are also
among our most respected teachers.
This is as it should be. After all,
articles and books are simply
another way of conveying ideas and
information to an audience. Teachers
who are stimulating in print should
also be stimulating in class.
Let me provide you with a few
examples of the kinds of interrelationships between teaching and
scholarship which enhances both.
Professor Edith Friedler teaches
Conflict of Laws, Immigration Law,
Comparative Law, and Roman Law.
Her most recent scholarly activities
involved the publication of an article
entitled, "Party Autonomy Revisited:
A Statutory Solution to a Choice of
Law Problem," 37 University of
Kansas Law Review, 47I-527, I989.
This last spring, Edith presented a
paper, "Asylum as a Human Right: Is
the United States Complying with its
International Commitments?" at the
27th Conference of the Inter- Ameri-

can Bar Association in Cartagena,
Colombia. The paper w ill be published by the Inter-American
University Law Review.
Victor Gold teaches Trial Advocacy, Contracts, and Evidence.
Victor has recently written Volume
26 of west Publication Company's
Federal Practice and Procedure series
with Charles Alan Wright. This
volume is on the federal rules of evidence. Victor is currently at work on
Volume 27 of the series.
Bill Coskran, who teaches Property
and Commercial and Residential
Leasing published an article entitled,
"Assignment and Sublease Restrictions," in 22 Loyola Los Angeles Law
Review 405, ( 1989). Bill serves as
consultant for the California Law
Revision Commission on Proposed
Revisions for Commercial Real
Estate Leasing Legislation, and has
made numerous presentations
before the Commission and before
the Senate and Assembly Judiciary
Committees.
Chris May teaches Constitutional
Law and Civil Procedures. The
Harvard University Press recently
published his book. In the Nam e of
War: judicial Review and the war
Powers Since 1918.
Dan Selmi teaches Environmental
Law and Torts. His book, State
Environmental Law, co-authored
with Professor Ken Manaster of
Santa Clara University will be
published next year by Clark
Boardman Company.
Larry Solum, who teaches Development of Legal Thought, Constitutional Law, and Federal Civil
Jurisdiction has published several
articles in both the constitutional
and jurisprudential fields including
most recently, "Originalism as Transformation Politics;· 63 Tulane Law
Review, 1599 (1989).
I could continue with a very
extensive bibliography. As a matter
of fact, commencing with this year's
annual bulletin, we will be publishing
a list of recent faculty publications.
Many of our faculty are very productive in their areas of teaching expertise. Among them, Sam Pillsbury in
Criminal Law, Lary Lawrence in Contracts and Commercial Law, Dan
Lazaroff in Antitrust and Sports Law,
Lon Sobel in Entertainment and Constitutional Law, Therese Maynard in
Corporate and Securities law. Gideon
Kanner in Eminent Domain, John
Calmore in Housing Law, ]an
Costello in Family Law and
Children's Rights Law, Jennifer
Friesen in Labor Law and State and
Constitutional Law, etc. In fact. the
vast majority of faculty members are
writing and conducting research in

The Dibble and Cook Fellows make
gifts of $500 - $999 and $250 - $499
respectively. A gift of $I 00 carries
with it membership in the
Advocates, the most popular
support group.
Donors to each of these groups
are invited to special events on
campus, receive Law School library
privileges, may enjoy use of the

recreation facilities at Loyola
Marymount and receive a
recognition gift.
More information on the various
giving programs will be sent to you
in early November. In the meantime,
if you have any questions, please
contact Laura Lollar, director of
Development at (2I 3) 736- 1046. •
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areas in which they teach.
Not only do students benefit from
the continued involvement of faculty
members in issues at the cutting
edge of the law, but many students
get to play a direct role in the
research and analytical processes
through their work as research
assistants. Seminars and independent student research projects often
grow out of faculty members· scholarly endeavors. Finally, the contact
that faculty scholarship promotes
with the judiciary, with practitioners,
and with faculty colleagues at other
law schools plays a very positive role
in the career plans of our students.
References and endorsements from
respected teacher-scholars carry a
great deal of weight in the
marketplace.
And what of the benefits of
consulting and practice? Certainly,
there is value when faculty members
become involved as consultants in
important and novel issues in their
fields of interest. They are most likely
to have such opportunities when
they are known as legal scholars
w ho have given thought to these
matters and discussed them in the
forum of a law journal or some other
publication of legal research and
scholarship. This kind of valuable.
but time-limited involvement with
regard to practice.serves students
much more consistently than regular
and routine consultation or "of
counsel" relationships.

Loyola Law School
Arthur N. Frakt
Dean
Robert A. Cooney
Assistant Dean for Business
and Development
Laura D. Lollar
Director of Development
Toni Ueteau
Editor, Director of Communications
Eloise Amundson
Assistant Editor

Loyola Law School adheres to and
supports all legal requirements for nondiscrim ination and equal opportunity in
all of its programs. As a Jesuit-related
institution, the Law School re·: ognizes
its moral and ethical obligation to
affirmatively provide opportunities
for a quality legal education to
qualified applicants of diverse
backgrounds. interests and professional goals and objectives.
The Loyola Lawyer is the newspaper
of Loyola Law School, Los Angeles.
published by the Communications Office
for alumni, students and friends of the
Law School.
Opinions expressed in this publication
are those of the individual authors and
not necessarily those of the Law School
administration. Unsolicited manuscripts
and photographs are welcome, but will
not be returned unless accompanied
by a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Letters to the editor must be signed, but
only the writer's initials will be published
if so requested. Letters not intended for
publication should indicate same.
Address all mail to:
Editor: Loyola Lawyer
Loyola Law School
1441 West Olympic Boulevard
P.O. Box 1501 9
Los Angeles, CA 90015-3980
Circulation this issue: 8,000
On the cover:
Law School Officials. guests and
dignitaries attending the Groundbreaking
Cerem ony for the Charles s. Casassa, S.].,
Building and the Hugh and Hazel Darling
Pavilion. From I to r: Rev. J,N. Loughran,
S.J.. president of LMU; Richar d L Stack,
The Hugh and Hazel Darling Foundation;
Rev. D. P. Merrifield, S.J., chancellor of
LMU; William H. Hannon. The Fritz B.
Burns Foundation; Councilwom an Gloria
Molina, 1st District, City of Los Angeles;
Frank 0 . Gehry (the ar chitect who has
designed the Law School buildings);
and, Arthur N. Frakt, dean of the
Loyola Law School.
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FACULTY FORUM
JOHN 0. CALMORE served as a
panelist in August at the National
Bar Association's 64th Annual Convention in Oakland, CA. He discussed
"Emotional Distress Damages in
Housing Discrimination Cases."
Earlier this summer, CALMORE
attended the first annual workshop
on "New Developments in Critical
Race Theory," sponsored by the
Institute for Legal Studies, University
of Wisconsin Law School, Madison.
WI. He also was a panelist at the
National Lawyers Guild Convention,
Los Angeles. CA. speaking on.
"Twenty Years After the Fair Housing
Act: Where Does Integration Belong
in Our National Housing Policy?" In
April, CALMORE gave the keynote
address at the statewide Housing
Law Conference, presented by the
Texas Legal Services Center, in
Stanley A. Goldman 75

STANLEY A. GOLDMAN '75 addressed the Annual State Convention
of California Public Defenders in
Santa Clara. CAin late-April on the
subject, "Hearsay Rule and the
Confrontation Clause." In May
GOLDMAN led the California Public
Defender Association Conference on
Search and Seizure with a presentation on the present trends of the
United States Supreme Court with
respect to the laws of search and
seizure, in San Francisco, CA. For the
second year in a row. GOLDMAN
hosted the Annual California Public
Defender Association Appellate and
Writ Lawyers Conference at Loyola
in June. Later that month, he
submitted to the California Supreme
Court an Amicus Curiae brief on
behalf of the California Public
Defender Association with respect to
a case dealing with issues of
constitutional and evidentiary law.
john 0. Calmore

Houston, TX; and was a panelist
at the Right-to-Housing Conference
sponsored by the Harvard Law
School Human Rights Program in
Cambridge, MA. He spoke on the
topic, "The Intersection Between
Race and Class as Effecting Access
to Housing."

GIDEON KANNER was planning
co-chairperson of the American Law
Institute - American Bar Association Committee on Continuing
Professional Education (ALI-ABA)
and the Florida Atlantic University/Florida International University
Joint Center for Environmental and
Urban Problems jointly co- sponsored
Summer Course of Study in midAugust in San Francisco, CA. Called,
"Land Use Institute: Planning.
Regulation, Litigation, Eminent
Domain and Compensation," the
program was designed to provide an
effective and efficient review of
current issues in land use for
attorneys, planners, public officials,
developers and academics. Among
issues covered were "Exactions,
Dedications, In-Lieu Fees, Linkage

and Vested Rights" and "Hazardous
Materials and Hazardous wastes."
JOHN MCDERMOTT spent two
weeks in the Pacific Rim area in July.
He presented two papers at the International Commercial Arbitration
Conference, sponsored by the Regional Center for Arbitration, in
Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia. Before
departing Malaysia for Thailand.
MCDERMOTT met with Paul Blakeburn, economic counselor of the u.s.
Embassy. as well as the local
director of the Asia Foundation.
Then, MCDERMOTT discussed joint
summer programs with the Dean of
the Law' Faculty at Thammasat
University, Bangkok, Thailand. In
addition to day-long visits to
Thammasat University's facilities,
MCDERMOTT spoke about his papers
to recent admittees to the Law
Society of Thailand. at a series of
lectures. He met with the local
director of the Asia Foundation there
also, regarding the shipment of law
books from Loyola Law School.
VICKI MICHEL attended the
second international conference on
Health Law and Ethics in mid-July in
London, England. Her presentation
was entitled, "Isolation and Exclusion
as Unacknowledged Factors in Court
Decisions on Treatment Refusal."

Continued from page I

however. He finished the service and
then under the G.l. Bill, chose to ·
study philosophy at Loyola University, which at that time was teeming
with young male veterans. but only
an estimated one or two female
students. After one year at the
University, Sullivan passed Father
Donovan's aptitude test and transferred to the law school. which was
then located at 12th Street and
South Grand A venue.
By 1952, Sullivan had became
active in Bar activities and earned
his juris doctorate from Loyola Law
School, which according to Sullivan.
"Had a good reputation even in those
days." Specializing in eminent domain and real property matters. he
served the Pacific Electric Railroad
Company as a trial attorney until 195 7.
About this same period, Sullivan
was molding himself after his grandfather by becoming active with the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews, where he presided as chairman of the Southern California region.
By 1959 Sullivan still lived at home
in Manhattan Beach with his parents,
but he was falling in love with the
girl downstairs, a TWA stewardess
from Illinois who rented the lower
duplex with other flight attendants.
The couple married a year later.
Roger and Jayne (Colgan) Sullivan
have resided in Santa Monica for 22
' years and have reared six children:
Kathleen, Theresa, Maureen, Mary.
Carolyn and Michael. Theresa will
follow in her father's footsteps by
graduating from LLS in 1991.
A close family, the Sullivans
jSpend vacation time together at
their Alamitos Bay beach house
where they enjoy sailing. and from
where they begin yearly trips to Baja
and Catalina Island. The family members also share a serious interest:
1helping out at the Catholic workers
soup kitchen, where the Sullivan
children have been educated on
how "the other half" lives.
Sullivan's dedication to community service includes having presided as
a board member of the Good Shepherd Shelter for Abused women; and
of Angeles Flight, a Catholic Charities
agency for runaway teenagers. In
addition. he has been president of
the Los Angeles Serra Club, The
Right to Life League of Southern
California. and Family Service of Los
Angeles. Sullivan describes volunteering as having given him a feeling
of responsibility, and adds, "I have
been given a lot in the material
sense, and I feel obligated to give
back something to the community
and those less fortunate."
Ln addition to his co-founding the
St. Thomas More Law Honor Society
with Judge Manuel Real '51, Sullivan
is well-known at Loyola for this generous. financial support and participation on the LLS Board of Governors
and Board of Visitors, and on the
1Loyola Marymount University Board
of Regents, this year serving as
chairperson. Sullivan explains that he
gives his time and support because
his education at LMU and LLS has
opened up tremendous horizons. "I
think that education has helped me
become a complete person," states
Sullivan. He adds that it is in the
Loyola tradition to inspire graduates
to become involved in two worlds:
religious responsibility and CtVJc duty.
Because of this background,
Sullivan is inspired to support
education at Loyola Law School.
"I have a deep affection for a Jesuit
education and what Loyola is
striving to accomplish."
Sullivan's reaction to receiving
the 1989 Distinguished Award is
as humble as his nature. "I feel
unworthy and have mixed feelings.
Many other people are more worthy
of being honored. By the same token,
however, I am deeply gratified for
this recognition."
•

I

l

samuel Pillsbury

SAMUEL PILLSBURY'S article,
"Emotional Justice: Moralizing the
Passions of Criminal Law," was published in the Cornell Law Review. The
journal of Criminal Law and Criminology has accepted for publication
this fall another article by PILLSBURY, "Understanding Penal Reform:
·
the Dynamics of Change." In June,
PILLSBURY presented a talk at
California State University, Fullerton.
on the history of American penal
reform, as part of a lecture series
on criminal justice.

•

•
Charlolle K. Goldberg

CHARLOTTE K. GOLDBERG's
article, "Choosing Life After Death:
Respecting Religious Beliefs and
Moral Convictions in Near Death
Decisions:· was recently published
by the Syracuse Law Review. Her
article presented the argument that
the right of choice extends beyond
brain death determination. Specifically, if an individual's moral
convictions or religious beliefs
dictate that he or she should
continue living beyond society's
definition of death, that preference
should be respected.

ALUMNI PROFILE

MICHAEL WOLFSON (background) oversees his sabbatical project, the production of a video tape
designed to teach students the lawyering skills of interviewing and counseling clients. WOLFSON
wrote, directed and produced the video, and worked with a Los Angeles-basedfilm production
company in the making of the tape.
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tudents returning to Loyola
Law School for the fall semester found a few changes
among the faculty. A few familiar
faces are missing - Terry Collingsworth and Sheila )ames Kuehl will
be on "Leave of Absence" for the
1989-90 academic year, and Mike
Wolfson is on sabbatical for the fall
semester. While some of those familiar are not around, there are ten
new attorneys joining the Law
1
School community. Most of the
1
faculty members were introduced in
the summer issue of the Lawyer and
it is in this issue that a more detailed
introduction will be provided along
with thoughts from a few of the
professors on coming to Loyola
Law School.
Ellen P. Aprill is a Visiting
Professor, who joins other faculty
at the Law School in teaching
Federal Income ·Taxation, and
Partnership Taxation.
In accepting the appointment to
teach taxation law Aprill says, "Many
students think of taxation as dull
and dry. I find it exciting and
fascinating. Taxation raises the most
fundamental issues of public policy;
the tax laws are our society's
codification of its values."
Aprill worked in private practice
for several years, and has also served
as Attorney Advisor for the Office of
Tax Legislative Counsel, U.S.
Department of the Treasury.
Linda S. Beres also joins the
facu lty as a Visiting Professor and
students enrolled in Administration
of Criminal justice and PropertyWriting will have the opportunity of
working with Prof. Beres. Beres has
served as law clerk to the Hon. Terry
). Hatter, Jr., of the U.S. District Court
for the Central District of California
and also the Hon. warren T.
Ferguson of the U.S. Court of
Appeals, Ninth Circuit.
In assessing her first few months
at the Law School, Prof Beres said, "I
am enjoying being here and am
looking forward to working with the
students, faculty and staff for the
remainder of my visit."
Barbara A. Blanco joins the
Loyola community as Clinical Professor and as the Faculty Clinical
Director. She was staff attorney for
the Legal Aid Foundation of Los
Angeles, and helped establish the
Tenant Defense Center, which was
later incorporated into the offices
of the Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles as the Eviction
Defense Center.
Associate Professor Randy F.
Kandel has served as law clerk to
the Hon. Robert S. Vance of the u.s.
Cour t of Appeals for the Eleventh
Circuit. Additionally, she has served
as an associate professor in the
Department of Sociology and Anthropology at Florida International University and has served as Adjunct
Professor at Cardozo School of Law.
Prior to coming to Loyola, Kandel
practiced in New York, specializing
in matrimonial and family law.
While at Loyola Kandel will teach
Civil Procedure Writing, Family
Law/Marital Property and Law and
Anthropology.
Laurie L Levenson joins the
Law School faculty as an Associate
Professor and will teach Administration of Criminal Justice, Ethics,
Counseling and Negotiation, and
Evidence.
Prior to joining the faculty
Levenson served, for eight years as
an Assistant United States Attorney,
Criminal Section in Los Angeles, and
achieved the position of Senior Trial
Attorney and Assistant Division
Chief. She has served as a member

S

of the adjunct faculty of Southwestern University Law School and has
been a member on the California
State Bar Executive Committee on
Criminal Law since 1987.
In joining the Law School
community, Levenson's experience
will enable her to give students a
perspective on their law school
experience and their future goals.
"It's wonderful to have students
with so much excitement and enthusiasm," she said. "The Law School
community has both a sense of
humor and a sense of commitment
- two essential agreements to the
legal profession."
John T. Nockleby practiced Law
in North Carolina in the areas of trial
and appellate litigation of civil rights,
employment discrimination and
labor. Additionally, Nockleby was
Senior Litigation Attorney for the
Mexican American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund (MALDEF) in
Los Angeles.
A Visiting Professor, Nockleby will
teach First Amendment Survey,
Introduction to Appellate Advocacy
and Torts Writing.
Professor Nockleby has enjoyed
the beginning of the semester, which
has been both fun and hectic. He
says, "The students in my classes are
challenging and make teaching a
·
real pleasure."
Sande Buhai Pond assumes the
duties of the new Legal Director for
the Western Law Center for the
Handicapped (WLCH) and joins the
Law School faculty as a Visiting
Professor.
Pond has an extensi ve background in administrative law and
civil litigation and has supervised
law clerks for both the State of
California Department of Justice and
the Los Angeles Superior Court. She
will teach the course in Law of
Disabled and Elderly as well as
supervising students in the WLCH
externship program.
Pond rep laces Nora Quinn who
is on maternity leave from the
Law School.
Gilda Tuoni Russell has taught
at other law schools between working in private practice. She has
served as a Visiting Professor at the
University of Colorado Law School, as
an Adjunct Professor at Boston
College Law School, and more recently as an Associate Professor at
Northeastern University School of Law.
As an Associate Professor of Law
at Loyola, Tuoni Russell will teach in
the areas of Civil Procedure Writing,
Ethics, Counseling, and Negotiation
and Trial Advocacy.
Sean M . Scott has worked in
privat e practice in Baltimore and Los
Angeles in the areas of corporate law
and legal concerns of financial
institutions. A past member of the
Maryland State Bar Young Lawyers
Association, Scott is currently active
in the National Conference of
Black Lawyers.
Joining the LLS faculty as an
associate professor, Scott will teach
Commercial Law, Contracts Writing,
Race and Racism in American Law.
In reflecting on what she will bring to
the classroom, in addition to her law
experience Scott said, "I hope to
bring an element of legal realism to
my classes. I think it is important for
students to be aware that the law, be
it statutory or comm on, is not made
in a vacuum. Social, economic and
political policies have a tremendous
impact on our legal system. I believe
that w ithout an appreciation for the
impact which such forces have on
our legal system, we, as a society,
will find it difficult to live up to our
democratic ideals."

Jon H. Sylvester, visiting
professor at the Law School, will
teach in the areas of Contracts,
International Business Transactions,
and Mass Media Law.
Prior to joining the legal
profession, Sylvester worked as a
television news writer, reporter and
producer. His legal experience includes having served as a Consultant
to the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development. After three
years in private practice in
washington D.C., Sylvester joined the

law faculty of Texas Southern
University, where he achieved the
rank of tenured associate professor.
Sylvester says he came to Loyola
because its faculty is both strong
and collegial and because of its
positive atmosphere.
"I truly enjoy teaching and hope
that my students will benefit from
my professional and academic
experience in the subject areas of my
courses. I am a firm believer that,
although Law School may not be fun,
it does not have to be painful."
•

Ellen P. April!

john T. Nockleby

Undo 5. Beres

sande Buhai Pond

Barbara A. Blanco

Gilda Tuoni Russell

Randy F Kandell

sean M. Scott

Laurie L Levenson

jon H. Sylvester

(See page II for vitae of each professor)
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GROUNDBREAKING

CAMPAIGN LAU CHE
0
THE CLASSROOM Of THE 80s
ince the announcement of the
campaign for the Classroom of
the 80s at the Casassa Building
groundbreaking, nearly 50 percent
has already been raised toward the
$250,000 goal. Similar to the Hall of
the 70s which was fully funded by
alumni from the 1970s, this Classroom of the 80s w ill be funded by
gifts from alumni who graduated
from 1980-89.
Nicholas (Nick) P. Saggese '80,
a partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flam, is chairman of the
Campaign. He has enlisted a core
group of volunteers from each class
to reach as m any graduates as possible. "I encourage all m embers of
the Classes of the 80s to be a part
of this important project,"
advocated Saggese.

Recognition for gifts to the
Classroom of the 80s will be given
via a permanent plaque which will
be housed in the lecture hall.
Gifts of cash, stock, real estate or
any asset of value may be used to
fu nd gifts. Or, you m ay wish to
consider a pledge whi ch can be paid
over a period of 3 years with
payments to suit your personal
planning. The Classroom of the 80s
plaque will list all donors w ho give at
the levels listed below:
Founder
Benefactor
Patron
Partner
Associate
Donor

$ 10,000 or m ore
$7,500 - $9,999
$3,000 - $7,499
$1 ,500 - $2,999
$ 750- $ 1,499
$ 360- $ 749

Continued from page I

The Classroom of the 80s, the
primary lecture hall in the new
Charles S. Casassa, S.)., Building
is a state of the art facility w ith the
acoustics and layout of a thea ter.
The 90-seat classroom will be set up
to accommodate all modern
methods of teaching including
satellite video lectures.
For more information on the
Casassa Building Classroom of the
80s, please contact Laura Lollar,
director of Development at (21 3)
736- 1046 for a referral to your
•
class leader.
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CHRISTOPHER MAY
In The Name of War

The book examines and attempts
to show what caused this critical
change in the Court's attitude
tow ards war powers legislation. In
large part, it explores the various
abuses of federal legislative and
executive authority that were
undertaken in the nam e of war.
Coincidentally, this is the title
chosen for the book. "In th e Name of
War," May said, "captured the essence of what was going on in this
period of time after the World War I
armistice." He explains that while the
WWI Qrmistice.

s m any published authors can
tell the novice writer, writing
a book can sometimes be an
all-consuming task. Christoper N.
May, )ames P. Bradley Professor of
Constitutional Law at Loyola Law
school can testify that this is indeed
a fact. May, a professor of Constitutional Law and Civil Procedure at the
Law School since 1973, recently
published a book, In th e Name of
war: judicial Review and the war
Powers Since 1918, that was eight
years in the making.
It was in 1980, as a result of a
paper written for a National
Endowment for the Humanities
seminar held at the Yale Law School
that the concept for the book was
developed. The seminar, "The Supreme Court in The 20th Century: An
Intellectual History," brought together Jaw professors from around
the country, and exposed them to
the methodology of historians in
order that they might engage in
historical scholarship concerning
the Supreme Court.
According to May, the book deals
with a "dramatic turn-about" in the
supreme Court's approach to challenges to Jaws that the federal
government has adopted under its
war powers. The book looks at what
caused the Court, in the wake of
world war I, to abandon its original
position of non- intervention, and
decide that even war powers measures are subject to judicial review.
He explains, "Ever since Marbury
vs. Madison in 1803, the Supreme
Court has asserted its power to
review the constitutionality of
federal legislation The Court had
made an implicit exception,
however, legislation enacted by
Congress under the war powers.
The Justices basically said that they
would not interfere with such federal
exercises of the war powers."

J,:.

w"'" "i on~>rL i»
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ber, 1'::1 1~. because the senat e wowu
not ratify the versailles Treaty, the
country did not have a formal treaty
ending w ar until late 1921. During
this 3-year period the United States
remained in a technical or legal state
of war. Both Congress and the President took advantage of this fact to
continue using the war powers to
accomplish things on the domestic
front that the government otherwise
had no constitutional ability to
achieve. various measures were
enacted and enforced "in the name
of war" when virtually everyone in
the country (the President, Congress,
and the general public) knew that
they were a "sham." The realization
that the political branches were
recklessly abusing the war powers
finally led the Supreme Court to
declare that such measures are
subject to judicial scrutiny.
Never during the summer of 1980
did Chris May think his seminar
paper would develop into the book
that proudly rests on a shelf in his
office. His furthest vision for this
document was that it would perhaps
become a law review article. His
professor for the 1980 seminar, the

late Robert Cover, encouraged May
to develop the topic further. As he
set off on the trail seeking answers,
May quickly found him self engulfed
in the historical, political and
economic li fe of early twentieth
century America. He reflects back on
the hundreds of hours spent poring
through old newspapers and looking
at the papers of Woodrow Wilson,
and key m embers of his Ad ministration. May also rem embers the days
when his research turned up absolutely nothing. It was at times like
these that the element of tryi ng to
"keep the faith" cam e into play, and
that May found himself wondering
what he had gotten himself into.
Now that the book is a reality
yeafsoTwork.JHe.Yeaatly aamtts- rtTal"'"
he received invaluable support and
encouragement from members of
the Loyola community.
"D~an Arthur Frakt was m ost
generous," he said " in providing me
with numerous research grants. And,
the Ubrary staff was tremendous in
its efforts."
Pam Buckles and Faculty Support
were with May from the early stages
when all he had were his drafts written in pencil on yellow sheets of
paper. He laughingly recalls how
Ruth Palmer worked diligently in
deciphering his handwriting to
provide legible copy for him to
continue his work. His colleagues,
Professors Dan Stewart and Allan
Ides, offered substantive input and
Professor Fred Lower, he says,
always provided "good advice and
suggestions." In fact, as he thought
about it, May surmised that perhaps
his book came about because of
Fred Lower. You see, it was w ith
Lower's assistance that May completed the National Endowment for
the Humanities application form that
enabled him to attend the seminar in
1980 that got it all started.
•

Prof May, as he lectures before a Constitutional Law class.

system and his philosophic bel ief
that, "Universities must respond to
the communi ty and at the same time
remain true to their own purpose to
educate. Higher educa tion involves
more than training people for jobs; it
should include also an education as
to how to live."
A strong supporter of human
rights, Casassa worked with all
persons, regardless of religious
affiliations, to foster and enhance
good will and understanding among
religious and racial groups in
Los Angeles.
In addi tion to the C.S. Casassa
Bui lding on the Law School campus,
plans are also underway for the
developm ent of the Casassa Executive Education Conference Center in
the proposed Conrad N. Hilton Business Center on the Loyola Marymount
University Westchester campus.
Regrettably, Father Casassa died
two m onths before the dedication
cere mony, on July 12, 1989. Because
of his many years of devotion to
Loyola Law School he will remain
in the hearts of those who had the
privilege of k now ing him and his
mem ory will be an inspiration for
years to come.
The pedestrian skywa lk leading
from the Casassa Buildi ng to the
Rains Libra ry Building and the two
library fl oors in the Casassa Building
will honor the memory of two indivi duals who were great supporters of
the Law School and the legal profession, Hugh and Hazel Darling.

l

Hllgh Darling (Two jloors o) the Libr01y and
the pedestrian walkway arc named ap cr .
bol/J Mr. Darling and his wijc. Hazel Darl111g.
Law SChool benefactors.)

Hugh Darling w as active in the
fie ld of law for 58 years and was
known nationally as an expert on
airline regulation. Another humanitarian, Hugh Darling served as
President of the Chancery Club, '5758; President of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association, '59-60; as a
member of the State Bar Board of
Governors, '65- 68; and, was mayor
of Beverly Hills from 1960- 61. Additionally, he lectured at many law
schools and eagerly served as the
attorney advisor to law school
moot court teams.
Hugh Darling married the former
Hazel Smith. Mrs. Darling was active
in numerous civic and community
organizations, and was particularly
interested in organizations which
worked toward the humane
treatment of animals.
Mrs. Darling created a Trust in
memory of her husband in 1986,
and upon her death in 198 7, the
Trust became the Hugh and Hazel
Darling Foundation.
With the completion of construction in 1991, the Law School campus
will be complete.
•
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much as $4,200 are available to
first- and second-year day, and
second- and third-year evening
students, working for eligible
employers. Many, if not most, public
interest employers provi de only a
small hourly rate - if any salary at
all. A summer grant provi des
compensation where the employer
cannot, or else supplements the
students' salary.
The Summer Grant Program provides contributions on behalf of
public interest employers to enable
eligible students to be funded
through the federal work-study
program. Many public interest
organi zations cannot afford to make
the 30 percent contribution required
by the federal government to obtain
w ork-study students. By making the
contribution on such employers'
behalf, the Law School is able to
maximize the number of students
undertaking public interest work
during the summer. (In addition to
nonprofit organizations serving the
poor, the Summer Grants Program
also funds students to work for
government agencies which have no,
or extremely limited, resources to
pay for Jaw clerks.)
Dean Costello notes that the number of students participating in the
Summer Grant Program increases
every year. During the Summer of
1989, 19 Loyola Law School students
worked at public interest programs.
(See sidebar for a listing of students
and their respective public interest
organizations.) The Summer Grant
Program provides an alternative for
students who are attracted to public
interest work but who would otherwise find it difficult to decline the
highly lucrative summer clerkships
offered by private law firms.

PUBLIC INTEREST
LAW AT LOYOLA

Associate Dean and Professor jan Costello, chairperson of the Public Interest Loan Assistance
Program Administrative Committee

his year, for the first time,
Loyola Law School graduates
entering full- time public
interest careers can qualify for
substantial financial assistance from
the Law School. The new Public
Interest Loan Assistance Program
(PILAP), however, is only one of
many ways in which Loyola encourages students to explore career
opportunities in public interest law.
t'liDUc Interest Law Benefit from
New Loan Assistance Program

!
I

'

!
!
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The Law School's new Public
Interest Loan Assistance Program
effective as of summer 1989
'
provides financial aid to graduating
stud~n~s who accept lower-paying
public mte:est employment despite
the educational loans looming over
them. Loyola has long possessed a
strong tradition of social service but
in 1988 it enhanced its efforts when
the faculty voted to dedicate a substa_ntial percentage of the William A.
Rams Endowment to the loan
assistance program.
Uke the growing number of other
law schools establishing similar
programs, Loyola is concerned that
its graduates who are considering a
law career in public interest not be
deterred by the massive burden of
debt undertaken to complete law
school. Unlike most other law school
loan assistance programs, however,
Loyola's is designed to substantially
reduce participants' total amount of
loan indebtedness, rather than
simply paying the relatively
lesser _amounts due immediately
followmg graduation.
Throu$h PILAP, Loyola graduates
can receive grants for as much as 90
percent of the difference between
their annual salary and a $35 000
ceiling. These grants must be,applied
directly to the repayment of
educational loans.
. The goal of PILAP is to signifIcantly alleviate pressure on a
graduate to leave public interest
work after only the first year or two.
Even with financial assistance during
the first few years of employment, a
graduate may be discouraged in the
~ong run from continuing in public
mterest law when additional living
expenses creep up, such as a balloon
payment on the house or the arrivai
?fa new baby. However, public
mterest salaries, although never

competitive w ith those in the private
sector, do significantly increase for
attorneys with several years of
experience. Assistance from PILAP
should help graduates establish
themselves in public interest law
during the crucial first few years, and
to put them in a financial position to
continue their public interest career.
A Loyola Law School graduate may
participate in the Loan Assistance
Program for as many as _five years,
made for participants requiring a
break in their employment.
PILAP is administered by a faculty
and student committee and is
a~ailable to graduates, beginning
With the graduating class of 1989,
who are employed by a qualified
public interest program for a salary
of less than $35,000. A qualified
pro_gram is one that is nonprofit, and
~h_ICh provides free legal services in
CIVIl matters to indigent persons;
especially the under-served client
groups of the elderly, disabled,
juveniles and non-English speaking
persons. The chief purpose of PI LAP
IS to help graduates dedicate themselves to the most needy clients,
rather than simply to encourage
graduates to accept one of the wide
range of employment opportunites
outside of private practice.
According to Associate Dean Jan
Costello, who chairs the PILAP
administrative committee, "The
Public Interest Loan Assistance
Program enables a Loyola graduate
with $40,000 in loans to accept a
$20,000-a-year public interest job.
The PILAP program can't completely
~lose the gap between typical startmg salaries in private practice and
in public interest, but it can help
enoug~ that graduates with a strong
commitment to social service can
follow the career path of
their dreams."
Students Benefit
from Summer Grant Program

Since I 984, the Law School's Public
Interest Summer Grant Program has
enabled students to take on full- or
part-time employment in public
mterest law during the summer.
Funded by the Law School's general
budget and contributions from
alumni (as well as by fees from
pnvate employers participating in
the On- Campus Interviews program
through the Career Planning and
Placement Center), grants of as

Public Interest
Clinics/Extemships

:::>moems wno ao not undertake paid
public interest employment during
the su~mer have still another opportumty to work in this field
through Loyola's clinics / externships
program. Any student in good academic standing is eligible to
participate in a four-unit clinic
during the school year, or a six-unit
clinic during Summer Session, for a
total of 14 clinical uni ts during his or
her years at Loyola. Students who
have demonstrated superior academic ability may petition for fullsemester enrollment in a clinic, for a
total of 12 units. Examples of offcampus public interest externship
placements are: Legal Aid Founda1 tion of Los Angeles, Mexican-American Legal Defense and Education
Fund (MALDEF), Inner City Law
Center, American Civil Uberties
Union, and El Rescate Legal Ser vices
(immigration). The Western Law
Center for the Handicapped operates
~ clin~c on the Law School campus,
m which students represent disabled
pers<:ms in a wide variety of matters
rangmg from access to public transportation to employment discrimination. Barbara A. Blanco, faculty
clinical director, reports that more
~han_ ~0 Loyola students participate
m chmcs/externships each year.

I

Career Guidance

Under the direction of Assistant
Dean Carol Ross- Burnett, the Career
Planning and Placement Center at
Loyola actively provides information
~nd career counseling to students
mterested in public interest law. The
Center has extensive listings of nonprofit organizations and law firms in
the Los Angeles area, as well as
nationally. Each year, Loyola participates in the Public Interest careers
Day - a Southern California ABAaccredited law school (jointly
sponsored) event where representatives from public interest organizations are available to talk with

students informally and who speak
at seminars scheduled throughout
the day.
The Center also regularly schedules public interest panels on
campus which feature as speakers
attorneys from public interest
organizations and private practitioners involved in public interest.
Students frequently participate in
planning the informational panels, in
addition to sharing their experiences
in clinics/externships or summer
public interest work.
Student Volunteer Work

The Law School's student
organizations include several groups
interested in public interest law and
community service. They organize
student participation in pro bono
activities such as tu toring at innercity schools and assisting the
homeless wi th public benefits
applications.
A student group several years ago
pioneered the Law School's involvement in the V1TA program - a
Continued on page 7

Summer Grant Program
Students

Gregory Bordo
Legal Aid Founda tion of
Los Angeles
Matthew]. Burrows
American Civil Uberties Union
Agneta (Cachur) Eikenburg
American Civil Uberties Union
Karen D. Fienberg
Federal Public Defender
Alfonso E. Garcia
AFL-C/0 Immigration Assistance
Project
Stacy Hampton

Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles
Jacqueline Harrington
Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles
Roberta Ikemi
Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles
Guy Iversen
Federal Public Defender
Robert Jean-Baptiste
American Civil Uberties Union
Elizabeth M. Lascheid
Los Angeles County Public
Defenders Office
Kristen Laskaris
American Civil Uberties Union
David Unk
judge Reinhardt, Court of Appeal
Mary Theresa Nachman
Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles
Dana Marie Nasser
Mental Health Advocacy services
Roger Repohl
Sa~ Fernando Valley
Neighborhood Legal Services
Sharon Robinson
American Civil Uberties Union
Randy Rosenblatt
Bet Tzedek Legal services
Hiroak i Robert Sakaniwa
Labor Defense Network
Sister Marjorie Shelvy
Legal Aid Foundation of
Los Angeles
Darlene Sordillo
U.S. Department ofjustice
Usa R Washington
Pomona Valley Legal services
Program
D. Zeke Ziedler
American Civil Uberties Union
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PUBLIC INTEREST

NEW BOARD MEMBERS SEAnD

Continued from page 6

nationwide program offered by the
internal Revenue Service which
trains volunteers to assist low-income and elderly persons in completing their tax forms. Professor
Joseph Sliskovich supervises the
VITA program at Loyola, which has
gamed more volunteers every year.
in I 988, the progra m became a
Clinical Special; participating
students may earn one clinical unit.
However, many students continue to
participate in ViTA on a purely
voluntary basis.
During spring semester 1989, 26
Loyola students participated as
volunteers in the Homeless Project
of Public Counsel (the public interest
law office of t~e Los Angeles county
and Beverly Hills Bar Association).
The students' dedication and enthusiasm w~re acknowledged by Public
Counsel m the following letter of
April 24, I 989.

eith A. Sharp '83,
chairperson of the r 989
Nominating Committee was
present during the August 3 vote
count, at the Law School, in which
the 395 ballots returned, elected nine
persons into two-year terms on the
Alumni Association's Board of
Governors, and eight others
appointed to one-year terms.
Candidates were notified of the
tabulation and all members were
officially welcomed to the Board
later in the month, during the fir~t
m~etmg o~ the academic year. outgomg Prestdent William R Francis
'71 , after thanking members for
support during his tenure, turned the
rems over to the newly elected President, Angela Hawekotte Quinn .79 .
In .her role as president, one of the
first ttem s of business mentioned to
th o~e in attendance were the many
actJvtttes planned for the Law

New Board of Governors
Boord of Governors O)Jicers:
Seated rl to r): Angela Hawekotte QuinnPrestdent; Roxanne E. Christ- Vice President.
Standmg (Ito r): David L. Rosner-Secrecarx
Judith I. Bloom-Treasurer
'

Dear Student,
On behalf of Public Counsel the
Inner City Law Center, th e Leg'ar Aid
Foundation and the Individual Rights
S~ction of the los Angeles Bar AssoC1at1.o~, we want to thank you for
partlclpat.mg in our joint program
representmg Los Angeles' homeless.
Approximately 101 claimants were
directly assisted by 26 Loyola students between February and March
1989. Your group identified five
mentally disabled applicants and
assur~d that they will receive special
attention required by the Rensch
decision. Your efforts resulted in three
60-day penalties being waived· 17
people receiving their checks; ll
people receiving housing vouchers
and two receiving food vouchers.
Additionally, eight people were
assisted in some aspect of the
app!ication process and 20 people
ach1eved greater accessibility to
their workers.
All of these cases resulted in
claimants receiving substantial
benefits which might have otherw ise
been improperly delayed or denied.
Undoubtedly, you noted the marked
increase of activity in the office once
you entered. This indirectly assisted
the remaining applicants in the
offices.
Once again, on behalf of ourselves
- and the hundreds of people w ho
have been and will be benefitted by
th is program - thank you for your
willingness to assist. ln the fall of
1989, we hope to continue this
project at your Jaw school and look
forward to more success.
Sincerely,

Steven A. Nissen
Executive Director
Pamela A. Mohr
Senior Staff Attorney
Braden Cancilla
Project Coordinator

Associate Dean Costello comments, "Through the Summer Grant
Program, the clinics /externship
program, and the opportunities for
volunteer work, Loyola students
have the valuable experience of
working with low-incom e, under
privileged clients, and of understanding how a good lawyer can make a
difference. My hope is that they'll get
'hooked' on public interest law that their experience during law
school may influence them when
they make their ultimate career
decision. At that point, the loan
assistance program (PlLAP) will
make it possible for them to accept
a lower-paying public interest
posi tion. And, even if they choose a
more traditional legal career; I would
like to think that their public interest
work experience while at Loyola will
inspire them to give their tim e, professional expertise and financial
resources toward assisting the
poor and underrepresented in
our society."

School. She encouraged members of
the Board, all alumni and Friends of
LLS to participate in all or many of
the events. Among the events
planned for the remainder of I989
mclude the annual Alumni Dinner on
November 2 and the very popular
"Theatre" outing which will feature
Phantom of the ~pera on Fe brua ry
4, 1 9~0. lnformatton on all activi ties
ts ~atled t? alums or those needing
addtttonal mformation are urged to
telephone the Alumni Relati ons
Office (2I3) 736-1096.
Meeting dates for the Board have
been changed to the third Tuesday of
the month and are held in the Law
School's Faculty Lounge (third tloor
Burns Building) .
'

Other officers elected during the
recent Board of Governors meeting
mclude:
Roxanne E. Christ '85 _ Vice
President
Judith Ilene Bloom ' 75 _
Treasurer
David L. Rosner '62 - Secretary
TWo- Year Term

'

Camilla Nichols Andrews '86

I

]ames S. Cahill '76

John). Collins '61
William R Francis '71
Angela Hawekotte Quinn '79
Han. Charles E. Jones '65
Michael E. Mohr '86
Davi d L. Rosner '62
Arne D. Vaughan '82
One-Year Term

~:~:::Je;~~~~~n~;~iam R. Francis congratulates new President Angela Ho wekotte Quinn

TRADE AND INVESTMENT WITH TAIWAN
International Business Law
Conference Scheduled for
November ll
oyola Law school will host its
second International Business
Law Conference on Saturday,
November I I, I 989 in the Moot
Courtroom, Rains Building. Alumni
are invited to attend this one-day
syposium focusing on "Trade and
Investment with Taiwan." The day
begins with registration and a continental breakfast at 8:00a.m., and
concludes at 5:30 p.m .
According to Professor ;ack
McDermott, who is coordinating
the conference, "Los Angeles is fast
becoming, if not already, a m ajor
trade center for the United States
and the Pacific Rim. As a result,
many graduates w ill becom e involved in legal matters associated with
trade and investment with Asia."
McDermott adds that the
conference about this Pacific Rim
nation will be of particular interest
because, "The United States is
Taiwan's number one import/export
trading partner." The broad topics
for the five panel discussions
include:
• regulation of foreign- direct
investment, taxation,
financing and labor laws;
• restrictions on foreign imports
and exports to the United States
(antidumping, countervailing and
duties);
• protection of intellectual property
- effectiveness of the Republic of
China law, Uni ted States response,
registration procedures and
re medies;
• dispute resolution - commercial
litigation in the Republic of China,

Mark Blackman '85
Leslie C. Burg '54
Roxanne E. Christ '85
Yolanda Y. Clark '81
Joseph Dzida '79
William F. Holbrook '8S
Judith Roberts '83
91'Cban Ss e
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arbi tration, and enforcem ent of
foreign judgments and arbitral
awards; and
• the possibility of a United
States/Republic of China free
trade agreement - the advantages and disadvantages for
Taiwan and the United States.
Among the well-known authorities
presenting papers at the conference
will be Susan Liebeler, form er faculty
member of Loyol a Law School and
former chairperson of the United
States International Trade Comm ission, w ho is now a partner in the
washington, D.C. law firm of Irell &
Manella; and Hungdah Chiu, professor at the University of Maryland
School of Law and formerly a
professor at the National Taiwan
Universi ty and Chengchi University
in Taipei, Taiwan.
All papers presented will be
published in a symposium issue of

The Loyola of Los Angeles International and Comparative Law journal.
Videotapes of the conference will
also be available.
The registration fee of$ I 40
includes lunch, parking and conference materials (including papers
by the speakers). Contact Rhonda
Tartaglia of the Information Cen ter
at Loyola Law School for a conference brochure complete w ith reg istration form , at (213) 736-I 000.
Attendees from outside the Los
Angeles area will find hotel accommodations reserved for them at the
nearby Mayfair Hotel. Reser vations
should be made directly with the
hotel by calling (2 I3) 484-96 14.
Future international business law
confer ences could include the United
States and Canada Free Trade Agreement, the European Economic Community, and Trade and Investment in
•
Korea, Thailand and Malaysia.

David Burcham '84 elaborates on his halF
hour interview with Associate justice Byron
R. White of the United States Supreme Court
-in which 15 minutes centered around, of
all things -fly fishing.

DAVID W. BURCHAM
'84 SPEAKS AT
DOWNTOWN FORUM
he Alumni Association Board
of Governors hosted the third
in a series of Downtown
Forums featuring well- known legal
and business speakers in midSeptember. Guest speaker David w.
Burcham '84, who was profiled in the
spring I989 issue of the Loyola Lawyer, presented "An Insider's View of
the U.S. Supreme Court." Burcham's
talk centered around his experience
wi th the U.S. Supreme Court and
included a discussion on recent
court issues.
An associate with the Los Angeles
law firm of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher
since I987, Burcham began his law
career clerking for Chief Judge
Ruggero ). Aldisert of the United
States Court of Appeals, Third Circuit. In I986, he moved on to serve
Associate justice Byron R. White of
the United States Supreme Court.
Downtown Forums ar e scheduled
tw ice yearly at the law school. An
additional forum will be held in
Orange County in spring I990.
•

LEGAL
SCHOOL

LOYOLA
News ti ps and change of address forms are
sent directly to alumni. Add itional news or
co mments may be directed to:
Editor, Th e Loyola Lawyer
Loyola Law School
1441 West Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90015-3980

JOSEPH W. SAUNDERS turned 90 years o ld
on August 8, 1989. SAUNDERS no longer
actively practices law, and he fondly
remembers the days of playing tennis for
Loyola in the 1920s.

J.W. " BUD" MULLIN w rit es to inform
Loyolans that he is now 91 yea rs old.

JACK CARLOW is legal advisor to the
commercial director of the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power.

RALPH C. DILLS, state senator, received the
first California State University, Long Beach,
"Disti nguished Californian Award" for his
significant contribution to the development,
growth and strength of Ca lifornia over
the years.

MYRON L. GARON informs alumni that
wife Lois has been his legal assistant for the
past 35 years, and she has a radio show on
KGIL Sundays which features guests w ho
talk about good news and problems of
concern to senior citizens.
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FRANK BARCLAY is semi-working as of
1988. after his move to San Diee:o Countv.
WI LLI AM A. FEINBERG, who graduated
~eventh in his law school class, is a partner
rn the Encino law firm of FEINBERG,
GOTTL!EB & GROSSMAN. Among his
professional accom plishments over the
years have been judge pro tern for the Los
Angeles Superior and Municipal courts,
examrner for the State Bar of California and
arbitrator for the American Arbitration
Association.
MELVILLE NAHIN has been honored
cou ntless times for commu nity work
p~rticularly_w ith abused, aphasic and
cn ppled children. Even the title "Honorary
Kentucky Colonel" has been bestowed
upon him by t_he governorof Kentucky's
staff. ~AHIN, rn recognition of his writings
regar~rn~ the American flag and the U.S.
Const1tut1on, has had his work printed in
the_ National Flag Day Comm ission 's publication, and has received the Freedoms
Foun~ation of Valley Forge, George
Washrngton M edal of Honor as w ell
as the American Legion Patriotism Award.

in general civil practice with special emphasis in estate p la nn ing, probate, trusts,
family law, and general corporate
law and litigation.

LES J. HARTLEY served on Loyola Law
School's Orange County Alumni Dinner
Committee, which honored the law school's
graduates se rving on the Orange Cou nty
Bench earlier this year. H e has also been
actively involved on the Steering Committee of the University of California Los
Angeles (UCLA) Government Relations
Program and Executive Committee of the
UCLA Council of Support Programs and
Organizations. HARTLEY is also past preside nt of the UCLA Club of Orange County,
and he chaired the 25th anniversary dinner
of that group.

JAMES J. MCCARTHY served as lead
counsel on behalf of all p laintiffs in the
Cerritos air crash litigation . The trial of this
case on the issue of liability consumed more
than fou r months' time and took place in
Judge David Kenyon's U.S. District co urtroom. The jury and court determined the
Federal Aviation Association air traffic
controller and the light ai rcraft's pilot
jointl y responsible for the accident.
JOSEPH E. TAYLOR has been the Riverside
County Public Defender since 1987. The
office has eight branches, 72 attorneys
and a staff of 130.

CAROLYN M. REYNOLDS (FRLAN), assistant
United States attorney, has been named
special counsel- specia li zi ng in real
property forfeitures- as part of the federal
o,...\,ornn"'lc nt' c: w~r nn rln 1cr" in

the C:ent ral

ER NEST A. VARGAS reports that his son
Robert A. Vargas, who was admitted to the
~alifornia Bar last year, has joined his law
f~rm specializing in p laintiff tort li tigation:
OLIVER, SLOAN, MOORE, VARGAS,
MCMILLAN, JACOBS & PICO.

MARTIN J. BLAKE was swo rn i n as a court
commissioner of the South Bay Municipal
Cou rt in May. BLAKE has wo rked as a Los
Angeles deputy attorney with several firms
and opened h is own Torra nce, CA p ractice
rn 1988 as a defense attorney.

in the area of labo r law: u nions, trust s and
in d ivid ual employee rights.

WILLIAM 0. DOUGHERTY of DOUGHERTY
& H ILDRE in San Diego is a speciali st in
personal i njury, for the plaintiff onl y. He
and wife Kathy have two ch ildren: William
Jr., age 21 ; and Christopher, age 19.
DAVID G. FINKLE, formerly a part ner of
Ball, Hunt, Hart, Brown & Baerwitz, j oined
the Orange County-based management
labor law firm of Hersh & Stall in Jan uary
1988 and opened the fi rm's Los Angeles
office under the name, FINKLE, HERSH &
STOLL. The office has eight lawyers.
RAYMOND KOLTS fo rmed a partnership
KOL TS & NOWA and now has seve n lawyers
in his fi rm, including his w ife Kathleen
Landgraf Kolts. Loyola graduate LYNN M.
JOHNSON '88 is also an associate w ith the
firm, w hich continues to emphasize product
liability defense, probate litigation and
w rongful term ination.

J. MICHAEL BYRNE was profiled in the
Orange County Reporter on June 16, 1989.
ROBERT H. KEEFE published the article,
" Steroids in Poultry Breeding- Are We
Choking the Chicken?" in the May 1989
issue of California Po ultry Breeder
Magazine.
MICHAEL KING has been appointed
settlement officer of the Los Angeles Superior Court and is an arbitrator for the
West District. KING serves on the Los
Angeles County Bar Association' s Arbitration Committee and the Professional Liability Insurance Program Committee.
u.,_.,,,.,. ;~'· un"-I 'H"U\.U WaS featured in the
article, The Search for Sexual Freedom, a
Utah Lawyer Takes on an Antiquated Sodomy Statute," Playboy, August 1989.

ROBERT H. LENTZ w as re-elected director
of the American Arbitration Association and
elected to the board of directors to the
Ninth Circuit Historical Society.
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JOSE_P~ TABACK, a certified family law
speCJa iJst, was a panelist for the Los Angeles
County Bar Famil y Law Symposium and
s7rved on the Family Law Supe rior Court
L1a1son Committee. He has been director of
the LA County's Bar's Superior Court Team
Med iation Program, as well as former chair
of the Bar's family law section . TABACK'S
daughter Marci graduated from LLS in 1989.
JOSEPH SARFATY and ALVIN M.
KURTZMAN '59 have been associated
for more than 25 years. KURTZMAN &
SARFATY, A lAW GROUP, comprised of
JUSt the two of them , contin ues to engage

JEFFREY L. GUNTHER was elevated in March
1989 to the Sacramento Superior Court from
the Municipal Court, w here he sat as a
jud ge fo r more than four years. Previously,
he was chief counsel of the California
Department of Personnel Administration
and deputy attorney general w it h the
California Department of justice for 12
years. GUNTHER was featured in the Sa n
Francisco Chronicle article, "Drunken
Drivers Are Get ting a Look at Death; " The
Daily Recorder article, "Local Judge's DUI
Plan Becomes Law, Judge Jeffrey Gunther
Devised Morgue and Hospital Visit idea for
Youths;" and the Governing article,
"California Judge Goes for the Grisly."

CHARLES L. BLEK, JR. is a founding member
of the board of governors and first president of the Saddleback College Foundation.
DENNIS S. CHOATE was e levated in May to
the Superior Court by Governor George
Deuk mejian, where he resides o ver a
general trial department- civil and
criminal litigation. Recently nam ed
Ora nge County Judge of the Yea r, CHOATE
p reviously served as a municipal cou rt judge
in the West Judicial District in Orange
C~u ':' 'Y after 15 years with the Los Angeles
D1stnct Attorney's Office.

PATRICK KELLY has been elected to the
position of president elect of the Los
Angeles Cou nty Bar Association, and wi ll
thus become president on Jul y 1,1990.

!~SEPH FRANCIS PAGGI, JR. recently
JOrned,Maguire Thomas Partners, one of the
nat 1o n s largest commercial real estate
developers, as its nationa l director of reta il
leasing. Maguire Thomas is the largest
owner _of Downtown Los A ngeles comm erCial off1ce and mixed-use projects, including
the soon to be completed First Interstate
World C~nter, the tallest bui lding in the
West. It 1s also the managing general
p~rtner in the development of Playa
V1sta, the largest urban, mixed-use
property in the country.
john Alan Cohan

M ICHAEL A. BARTH, a long time Palos

Ve~des, CA resident, recently relocated his
HAROLD B. COHN is an instructor for the
Departmen~ of Business and Manageme nt at
the Un 1vers1ty of California Los A nge les
(UCLA). Previously, he served as an adjunct
professor of law at UCLA and at the University of West los Angeles (UWlA). He has
also ta ught at the UWLA Paralegal School
and has been a membe r of the State Bar of
California's Consortium on Competence.

A BDULAZIZ AND GROSSBART, is author of
various articles, trade magazine stories and
booklets (Contractor's Guide to Contractors
State License Board Citation Procedures and
Construction Law). He has been a speaker at
semina rs and trade conventio ns; instructor
at the University of California Los Angeles
Extensi o n; and member of various
committees including the Assemb ly
Advisory Committee on the Unlicensed
Contractor. In recognitio n of his numerous
achievements, ABDULAZIZ received the
Lawyer of the Year award in 1977-78.

Waren L Hernand

WAREN L. HERNAND of HER NAND &
PARTNERS of Corte Madera, CA, fo unded
the law firm out of a commitment to
support only in-house legal counsel in
keeping with their ever-changing roles in
m~dern business, and in recognition of the
nsrng costs of outside legal services. The
firm will open a Los Angeles office by the
end of 1989.
WILLIAM B. OFNER, listed in Who's Who i n
the World, 1989-90 issue, attended th e
Conference on, " Jews and the French
Revolution," at College de France in mid~ay 1989. While in Paris, he painted the
E1ffel Tower in oils.
WILLIAM WA LSH, IV addressed the NASA
retired employees group in May on the
subject, " Estate Planning After Tax Reform."

off1ce from Century City, CA to Palos
Verdes. He conti nues to specialize in
business, real estate and probate matters.
BARTH, along with his classmates from 1970
ROBERTA I. WI N O GRA DE, JUDGE SHEILA
PRELL SONENSHINE and TIMOTHY
TIERNEY, are p lanning the upcom ing 20th
~lass reunion. If you are a 1970 graduate
l~terested in helpi ng or offering suggestions, please contact any one of these four
perso ns through the Alumni Office at LLS
(213) 736-1096.
'
ROBERT E. FUSSELL has a va ried litigation
practice in_ his small, hometown of LeRoy,
NY, and m1sses LA only in January and
~e~rua ry_. FUSSELL claims he walks to work
m f1ve mrnutes, and t raffic jams and smog
ar_e unheard of! FUSSELL remarried in 1983.
H1s oldest daughter Beth is a senior at
Boston University, and his four other
children- Bob, Salena, Anna and
Heather - are in high school.
JOHN M. WERLICH has been chairman of
the Airport Law Comm ittee, section of
Urban, State and Local Government Law
American Bar Association f rom 1983 th ro'ugh
1989. Also, he is author of "The Aviation
Noise Abatement Controversy: Magnificent
Laws, Noisy Machines and the Legal Liability
Shuffle," published in Th e Loyola of Los
Angeles Law Review, Vol. 15, No. 1 (1981).

ROGER FROMMER of ROG ER FROMMER

& ASSOCIATES in Los Angeles, CA p ractices

SAM ABDULAZIZ, a senio r partner of

JOHN ALAN COHAN, in addition to the
privat~ pract ice of law specializing in estate
plan~mg and corporate law, is author of a
synd1cat~d legal advise column published
nat1onw1de m app roximately 150 magazines
and newspaper~. He also is pursuing a
second career, 1n the music industry, as a
compose~ of modern classical music genre
and as a film scorer. Recent compositio ns of
COHAN'S have been performed on t he East
Coast, and he is u nder contract with
documentar y film prod ucers for sou nd
scoring projects, includ ing the short subject
feature, Life Before Death.
CRAIG H. EDGECUMBE is executive vice
president and general counsel o f Real
Pr~perty Resources, Inc. in Torrance, CA.
Th1s year he was named editor of Who's
Who in Finance Industry. Also,
EDGECUMBE and his partner ranked
number five in the United States' "Men's 45
and Over Tenn is Doubles" in 1989.
FREDERICK L. MCBRIDE recently recei ved
specialization in criminal law. He and h is
long-time friend and fellow Loyola graduate
STEVE HAAS '72 are sharing office space at
1100 Town and Country Road in Orange, CA.
NED P. REILLY, a senior partner in
HORTON, BARBARO & REILLY, and
specializing in plaintiffs personal injury, is a
member of the A merican Board of Trial
Advo:a t:s, the Ca lifo rnia Tria l Lawyers
Assoc~at~on, O range Country Trial Lawyers
AssoCiation and the California Bar Association. He is also judge pro tern of the
Orange County Superior Court.

LOYOLA LAWYER

MICHAEL BLUMENFELD has been elected
managing partner of Fierstein & Sturma n.
BLUMENFELD will serve in this capacity
until his term of office expires in
September 1990.
TIM C. BRUINSMA has developed expertise
in the area of Soviet- American trade within his general practice of international
business transactions. BRUINSMA is
currently the chairman of the CaliforniaUSSR Trade Association board of directors,
which he founded in November 1988.
JOHN R. CONTOS has been appointed to
the Committee on the State Bar of California and to the Long Term Planning
Committee for the los Angeles County
Superior courts. He recently lectured at a
Stanford-sponsored medical conference on
avoidance of medical malpractice claims
and trial of malpractice cases.
ANTHONY K. ELLSWORTH owns an
equipment leasing and financing firm,
Pacific Financial Resources in Woodland
Hills, CA during the operation of which his
Loyola education and state bar membership
frequently come into play I
ANTHONY B. LETTUNICH continues to
focus on real estate and p lanning and
zoning law, and served as the interim city
attorney, between October 1988 and
February 1989, for Steamboat Springs, CO.
). PATRICK MCCARROll has his own practice focusing in the areas of business, real
estate and probate ; with a litigation
concentration in all these areas. MCCARROll specializes in aviation law, includ ing
wrongful death and certificate actions.
WALT D. OSBORNE, who received his
masters of science degree in Human Resou rces Management in July 1988, works in
the Office of Consumer Affairs for t he Food
and Drug Administration in Rockville, MD.
LAWRENCE E. PRICE co-founded the 21lawyer fi rm of THOMAS & PRICE of
Glenda le, CA, which specializes in defense
litigation. PRICE has undertaken multiple
speaking engagements for the los Angeles
Tria l lawyers Association, Southern
California Association of Defense Counsel
and California Judges Association. In
addition, he is judge pro tern of the los
Angeles County Municipal Court and
member of the American Board of Trial
Advocates.
GARY S. SMOLKER was a moderator in
April of the Building Industry Association
program, "The Sensitive Neighbor- the
Project and Its Site." SMOLKER'S article,
"Conflicts of Interest Between lenders and
Their Title Insurers," was published in the
summer 1989 issue of Real Estate Review.
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development of American Law to manned
outerspace operations.

BRIAN ]. BENNETT was awarded the 1989
"Peacemaker of the Year" by Commu nity
Mediation, Inc., San Diego; the 1989
"Community Service Award" by the
National Conference of Christians and Jews,
San Diego; and the 1988 "Citizen
Recognition Award" from the San Diego
County Board of Supervisors.
WAYNE D. DOSS was appointed assista nt
director of the Bureau of Family Support
Operations in the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office in October 1988.
He currently serves on the board of
directors of the National Child Support
Enforcement Association.
ROBERT D. FISHLER is the vice president
and director of fina ncial services for the
personnal asset management division at
Security Pacific National Bank in Century
City. He and w ife Deborah recently moved
to Bel-Air, CA.
PAULS. GEIGER is associate general counse l
for Denny's, Inc. in La Mirada, CA.
MARK A. HART, attorney for the state of
California and a LLS adjunct facu lty
member, won the appea l in People v.
Martin - the first reported case to hold a
corporate executive crimina lly liable for
unauthorized toxic dumping carried out by
employees. The case upheld California's
toxic legislation and held that a felony
conviction could be based on a civil
standard of negligence.
JOHN D. PECK is treasurer of the Pasadena
Bar Association for its 1988-89 fiscal year
ending as of October, 1989, and is a member
of the Association's board of trustees. PECK
is also treasure r of the Pasadena Lawyer
Referral Service and a member of its board
of directors. A member of the board of
directors of the Legal Services Program for
Pasadena and San Gabriel-Pomona Va lley
also, PECK opened his own law office
specializing in probate law, conservatorships, guard ianships, trust law, estate
planning and elder law.
RUTH A. PHELPS 75, EDWARD PHELPS 75
and DEBORAH BALLINS SCHWARZ 78
announce the opening of PHELPS,
SCHWARZ & PHELPS located at 221 East
Walnut Street, Suite 136, Pasadena, CA 91101 .
The firm practices in the areas of real estate,
business formation, transactions and
litigation, bankruptcy, elder law and
estate planning.

DAVID E. TRIPP, has been elected vicepresident of Spectradyne and its affiliated
internationa l companies. Spectradyne, with
headquarters in Dallas, TX, provides inroom, guest-pay movies to more than
660,000 hotel rooms.

JAMES D. LEEWONG was recently elected
chai rman of the Board of Zoning Appeals of
the City of Los Angeles. LEEWONG, who previously served as chair in 1985-86, has most
recently served as comm issioner. He and
classmate DENNIS MUKAI '74 are partners
in the los Angeles law firm of NISHIYAMA,
MUKAI, LEEWONG, EVANS & SALDIN,
which emphasizes international business
and tax planning and immigration law.
ALLAN N. LOWY formed a new company
on August 1, 1989 ca lled Pacific Prime
Properties, which specializes in investment,
development and redevelopment of prime
real estate. LOWY serves as president.
LOWY was president of the Building
Industry Association, Los Angeles Chapter,
in 1986; co-chairman of the City of los
Angeles' Citizens Advisory Committee to
the Planning Commission in 1987, and a
membe.r of the Mayor's Task Force on
Affordable Housing in 1988.
RICHARD E. SPANN of Lancaster, CA was
appointed to Antelope Judicial District
Municipa l Court in March by the governor,
and was sworn in on June 15, 1989.
CHUCK STOVITZ returned in July from his
second assignment to South Pole Antarctica,
where he served as special legal counsel to
the National Science Foundation. His work
there related to the application and

JERROLD BRITVAN has relocated his office
to a new wing of Colorado Place in Santa
Monica, CA. He continues to practi ce real
estate, financing and corporate law.
BRITVAN resides i n Santa Monica with his
wife and three ch ild ren.
ROBERT M. COHEN is secretary and
general partner of Reno Silversox, Class A
Team i n Professional Baseball.
Ell M. KANTOR, a member of the National
Employer Sanctions Committee of the American Immigration Lawyers Association
(AI LA), has served on the faculty of two
seminars presented by AI LA, in Puerto
Vallerta, Mexico and in Washington, D.C.,
where he was a trial lawyer in a mock employer sanctions hearing. KANTOR organized and spoke in March at the University of
LaVerne-sponsored seminar on " Employer
Compliance w ith the New I mmigration
Law." He has also written the article,
"Supervisory Status and Employer Liability
under IRCA," 1989 A/LA Annual Handbook.
DAVID G. KAY, for the eighth year, is on
the computer science faculty at the University of Ca lifornia los Angeles, where he was
awarded the 1988 UCLA Distingui shed
Lectu rer Award. He teaches courses in
computer law and software engineering; is
under contract for his sec~nd textbook; and
works as a consulting expert, expert witness
and court-appointed referee in computerrelated litigation.
CHRISTOPHER P. KRALICK, deputy district
attorney/grade IV and assistant head of
court for the Harbor Municipal Court,
prosecuted the " Orange County Freeway
Shooter" Albert Morgan in 1988 and was
voted Orange County Deputy District
Attorney of the Year by Orange County
narcotics officers.
WOODROW D. SMITH is assistant general
counsel, litigation, for Pacific Enterprises of
Los Angeles, CA. In addition, he is chai rman
of the Sports and Law Educatio n Committee
of the Constitutional Rights Foundation.
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THOMAS P. BECK, co-founder of THON &
BECK, reports that the Pasadena, CA firm
has hired its fourth Loyola Law School
graduate, BRIAN NUTT '83. Besides BECK,
the other alums include STEVEN V. PHILLIP!
'83 and GREGORY R. VANNI '82.
CRAIG R. DONAHUE became a partner
with the Glendale law firm of Thomas &
Price in March 1988. He and wife Kathleen
have two sons.
DOUG LAS R. DONNELLY, after years of
representing parties to independent adoptions in addition to his real estate litigation
practice, has for the past two years been
limiting practice to adoption law and
related child custody issues. DONNELLY is a
Fellow of the Academy of California Adoption Lawye rs and published A Guide to
Adoption in 1987. He has been a guest on
several radio and television talk shows,
appeared in a special report on the CBS
Evening News and recently testified on
proposed adoption legislation before the
California State Senate Judiciary Committee.
DONNELLY and his wife have adopted
two daughters.

RICHARD l. STACK is a partner in the law
firm of Darling, Hall & Rae. He has just
completed his 1988-89 term as chairman of
the Probate and Trust law Section of the Los
Angeles County Bar Associatio n. He is also
the trustee of the Hugh and Hazel Darling
Fou ndation, which is supporting construction of the new Reverend Charles S. Casassa,
S.]., Building on the Law School's campus.

GERALD R. GIBBS announces that his
eldest son Timothy] . Gibbs has joined the
LAW OFFICES OF GERALD R. GIBBS, Sa n
Clemente, CA, as an associate attorney after
having passed the July, 1988 Bar.

also served as acting assistant attorney
general and associate deputy attorney
general at the U.S. Department of justice.

Edward 51.

Germain

EDWARD ST. GERMAIN has been named
Southern California's Defense Trial Lawyer
of the Year for 1988. St. Germain came out
on top i n all five cases he tried last year,
including three fall down cases and two
automobile accidents. No sooner had the
dust settled on this award than St. Germain
received first place in the 1989 Renaissace
Pleasure Faire's dessert-making contest, for
his tasty Bone Marrow and Parsley Pie.
ARTHUR D. WARREN'S office, SALTZMAN
& WARREN, has relocated to 1680 North
Vine Street in Hollywood, CA. His firm
limits its practice to criminal law and re lated
issues, and handles al l matters from infractions through capitol felonies in all courts,
including federal, in the state. The
partnership is in its 11th year.
BONNIE S. ZELDIN, after taking 10 years off
to care for her family, resumed practicing
law last year with RANDY SUE MORRISON
74. Their practice is devoted exclusively
to matters of family law.

PH ILLIP D. BRADY has been appointed
general counsel to the United States
Department of Transportation. BRADY has
served as deputy assistant to the President
and director of Cabinet Affairs at the White
House. Prior to that, he served as deputy
counsel to the president and deputy
assistant to the vice president. BRADY has

DENNIS F. FABOZZI, a managing partner of
FABOZZI, PRENOVOST, NORMANDI N &
MARTIN- a professional corporation
comprised of 12 attorneys, 10 of which are
Loyola al umni - announces t he addition of
two more alumni: 1989 graduates TAMMY
KAHANE and M ICHAEL SPECTOR.
M. JONATHAN HAYES recently joined
Wasserman, Camden & Casselman as an
associate doing bankruptcy, bu siness law,
and taxes. HAYES has been appointed
adjunt professor at Whittier Law School,
teaching bankruptcy and secured transactions, and is on the Superior Court
approved list of receivers.
KARL). HOCH was recently promoted to
senior staff counsel and transferred from
the B-2 Division in Pico Rivera to Northrop's
Aircraft Division in Hawthorne, CA. In
addition, he is legal counsel to Northrop
Worldwide Aircraft Services, Inc. in Lawton,
OK- a wholly owned Northrop subsidiary
engaged in service contracting with the
government.
JOHN W. OUDERKIRK was among eight
jurists sworn in to the Los Angeles Municipal Court bench i n June. OUDERKIRK is a
former police officer and deputy district
attorney for Los Ange les.
ANA I. SEGURA has been elected to serve a
two-year term as an at-large trustee on the
Los Angeles County Bar Association and is
serving a three-year term on the Judicial
Appointments Committee of the Association. SEGURA is the 1989-90 president of
the Loyola Law School Hispanic Alumni
Scholarship Foundation, Inc., and is also
on the board of directors to the MexicanAmerican Bar Association.

Ana /. 5egura

0. JEAN WILLIAMS was promoted in June
to secretary and assistant general counsel of
The Times Mirror Company.
AlAN R. ZUCKERMAN has been a partner
with Hagenbaugh & Murphy since 1984.
ZUCKERMAN vo lunteers service as judge
pro tern for the Los Angeles Municipal
Court and is a member of the los Angeles
County Bar Association.
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JAMES l. ERKEL was recently promoted to
senior attorney with Maxxam, Inc., of Los
Angeles, CA. ERKEL'S duties include
managing all of Maxxam's litigation and
representing one of its major subsidiaries,
The Pacific Lumber Company.
W ILLIAM V. MCTAGGART was admitted to
the New York State Bar on July 25,1989.
PETER). MIRICH was e lected to the Catalina
Justice Court in the November 1988 run-off
election. The Cata li na Justice Court is t he
on ly justice court in Los Angeles County.
JUDGE MIRICH is also assigned to the San
Pedro Branch of the Los Angeles
Municipal Court.
MICHAEL NEWMAN and h is wife Susan led
a group of Rotary Exchange scholars to
Japan in june. NEWMAN has bee n selected
as secretary of the Westwood Village Rotary
Club for 1989-90, and he was elected
secreta ry of the Westwood Bar Association
in july.
DOUGLAS K. SCHREIBER recently joined
the law firm of Armbruster, Adler, Briskin &
Glushon as a partner, where he will
continue to specialize in business and rea l
estate litigation.
SHARON l. SMITH, or "Sherry" as better
known to '78 alumni, was recently appointed Assistant General Counsel at Blue Cross
of California.
JEANNETTE VALDIVIA recently joined
the law firm of Moneymaker & Kelley, as
announced by THOMAS]. KELLEY '66.
VALDIVIA works on commercial
litigation matters.
FUMIKO WASSERMA N has been appointed
a California Superior Court judge.

KIMBERLE A. ARONZON (DURANTE) of
Orion Pictures Corporation was recently
promoted to senior vice president, business
affairs/home entertainment.
VICTORIA A. CLONIGER was admitted to
partnership last year with the Los Angeles
law firm of Lord, Bissell & Brook.
JANET M. FRANGIE has become a partner
with Narvid, Glickman, Harrison & Scott in
Sherman Oaks, CA and continues to practice in the area of real estate, general
b usiness litigation an fami ly law.
TERRY P. MANSY has been promoted to
vice president in charge of franchising and
general coun se l of Carpeteria, Inc. in Santa
Clarita, CA.
KATHLEEN A. REILL Y·was promoted in April
to senior corporate counsel by Farmers'
Insurance Group. She will oversee all of
Farmers' corporate litigation in 27 states.
BARBARA E. ROBERTS has conducted inhouse training for the Ontario Police
Department on police civil liability, "What It
Is, How to Avoid It and What to Do If You
Catch lt." She also ch aired the firm's trial
advocacy program for the younger associates, which included mock trial sessions at
the Los Angeles Superior Court.
RALPH D. SLATER announces the relocation
of his new office to 233 Wilshire Boulevard,
Suite 960, Santa Monica.
TONY STUART has become a partner in
the firm of Greene, Broillet, Paul, Simon &
Wheeler in Los Angeles, CA.
MITCHEll C. TILNER has joined the firm
of Horvitz & Levy, which specializes in civil
appeals. TILNER taught Administration of
Criminal Justice as an adjunct professor
at Loyola Law School during the 1988-89
school year.

FRANKS. TOWNER, JR. is a partner in the
Jaw firm of Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi
of San Francisco, CA. He is chair-elect to the
International Tort and Insurance Law
Committee of the American Bar Association, and is a member of the America n,
International, Ca lifornia, Massachusetts
and Wash ington, D.C. bar associations.
TOWNER and his wife Catherin e have
two chi ldren.

MICHAELS. ASKENAIZER formed a
partnership on July 1,1989 w ith fellow
alumnus DAVID A. TILEM '81.

JO EL G. PLA ISANCE received his MBA from
the Universit y of Ca lifornia Los Angeles'
Graduate School of Ma nage ment in 1983.
Followi ng five years w ith Liquid Air
Corporation, he changed ca reers altogether
and returned t o law . He clerked for the
Honorable Kathleen T. Lax when she took
the bench in April1988. Now that his
clerkship has just drawn to a close, he has
joined the firm of Sid ley & Austin's Century
City bankruptcy group.

I

GAIL M. ROBILLARD reports that as a result
of a residential move to the South Bay Area,
she has become associated with Pass,
Carlson & Associates, a real estate law firm
located in Torrance, CA. ROBILLARD wi ll
continue to e mphasize litigation.

MONTGOMERY COLE has been employed
by Kilpatrick, Clayton, et al. since graduation, and as a partner since October 1985.
As of October 1989, the firm is changing its
name to MADDEN, JONES & COLE and will
conti nue its general civil practice. In April,
COLE obtai ned his first settlement in excess
of $1 million for a personal inju ry client.

DAVID A. ROSEN has been a partner at
Rose, Klein & Marias since 1988.
SCOTT E. SCHWIMER is vice president of
b usiness affairs for Crown International
Pictures, Inc. of Beverly Hills, CA.
EVAN L. SMITH recently formed SMITH &
WEINBERG with fellow classmate JOEL B.
WEINBERG '81. The firm's practice
emphasizes insolvency, business reorganization, bankruptcy, related tax planning,
tax collection matters and civil tax litigation.

SUSAN F. HANNAN is a partner at Berman
& Clark, a 22-member firm specializing in
the defense of professionals in the legal,
medical, insurance and real estate fields.
The firm also handles general business
litigation, insurance defense, coverage,
creditor's rights and white collar crime.

BELINDA STITH, a management, labor and
emp loyment attorney for the Los Angeles
Unified School District, is the first African
American attorney to represent the secondlargest school district in the United States.
She was among the distinguished honorees
recognized by Genesis' (a young adult
organization at Bethel AM E Church in Los
Angeles) presentatio n, "Profiles of the Blad
Woman," in June.

JEFFREY L. MALEK of MALEK & MALEK
writes that his firm has expanded its San
Franciso office and that he is concentrating
on unfair competitio n and computerrelated litigation, as well as securities,
employment discrimination and i nsurance
defense. MALEK splits his time between the
San Francisco and Torrance offices.
LINDA I. MARKS is an assistant United
States attorney in the District of Columbia.
She is prosecuting crim inal cases.

DAVID A. TILEM has been e lected to the
board of directors of the Californ ia Bankruptcy Forum. He is an officer in the
Association of Bankruptcy Professiona ls and
author of "Bankruptcy: Pitfalls and Opportunities," Family Law News and Review,
summer 1989 issue published by the Los
Angeles County Bar Association. TILEM is
also a member of the Financial Lawyers
Confe rence.

PHILIP C. MAYNARD is a principa l and
chief executive officer of McClellan
Development, a real estate development
company. MAYNARD is sti ll of counsel to
URLAND, MORELLO, DUNN & MAYNARD,
a 20-plus member firm in Santa Ana, CA.
SHARON MUIR (SANNER) '80 and SAMUEL
J. MUIR '74 have two children. She has
been with Shield & Smith for the past four
years and is also editor-in-chief of Verdict
magazine, the quarterly journal of the
Association of Southern California Defense
Counsel. H e is a partner in the law firm of
COLLINS, COLLINS MUIR & TRAVER.

MICHAEL LANCE TROPE has been appointed Deputy Defender I with the Law Offices
of the Los Angeles County Public Defender.
ALAN S. ZALL, an attorney in general
practice in Tustin, CA, authored the article,
"Automobile Accidents," in the Orange
City N ews on June 22, 1989.

SUSAN PACKER DAVIS is the longestserving chair of the Santa Monica Rent
Control Board, and is currently running for
the Asse mbly, 44th Distri ct.

DIANA L. ANG ELO opened her own
practice in March emphasizing estate
planning and genera l business. She gives
seminars on both specialties to va rious
groups in the Conejo Valley. ANGELO is
also a member of several volunteer groups
and volunteers legal services at the
Thousand Oaks Free Clinic.

KATHLEEN M. PAONE (CAROTHERS)
became the first woman partner of
Drummy, Garrett, King & Harrison in
February 1988.

PAMELA A. BENBEN has been made an
equity partner of Veatch, Carlson, Grogan &
Ne lson, a firm organized more than 30 years
ago. BENBEN specializes in defending
medical neg ligence suits and maintains an
active trial calendar.
STEVEN C ROSBY, staff coordinator for the
Assembly Republican Caucus chairman
(Assemblyman Bob Frazee), was selected by
the American Council of Young Political
Leade rs - a nonprofit, nonpartisan group
based in W ashington, D.C. - to be one of
10 people from both political parties to
participate in a delegation to tou r Austra lia.
JOSEPH T. GORDON of the LAW OFFICES
OF GORDON & GORDON moved to its
new lo cation, on Sepulveda Boulevard in
Manhattan Beach, in June. GORDON continues to serve as president of the board
of directors for the So uth Bay Free Clinic,
a nonprofit health and human
services provider.
DAVID J. FLEM ING, as of Apri l 1989,
became resident partner in Dickson,
Carlson & Campi llo's New York, NY office.
TIMOTHY R. GREENLEAF became a partner
in the Los Angeles law firm of Buchalter,
Neme r, Fields & Younger in February.
ROBERT B. HUBBELL became a partner
in the law firm of Tuttle & Taylor on
july 1, 1989.
MICHAEL G. JOERGER has been named a
partner in Drummy, Garrett, King & Harrison of Costa Mesa, CA.
JULIA C. MCKINNEY of Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Newport Beach, CA
reports that she serves as chairperson of the
Women's Long Distance Running Committee for Th e Athlet es Congress/USA.
M CKINNEY, a runn ing enthusiast, was a
qua lifie r in 1988 for the U.S. Women's
O lympic M arathon Trial s and in 1989 too k
first place in the w ome n's division of the
Palos Ve rdes M aratho n.
NAN CY MOHR, an attorney specializing in
rea l estate transactio ns, taxation and estate
planning, gave the St. Lucy' s Priory High
School's comme ncement speech in June, in
Glendora, CA.

I

LINDA M . DAVES has become a partner in
the law firm of Hufsted le r, Miller, Kaus &
Beard sley in Los Ange les, CA. She practices
in the mergers and acquisitions field and
ha s some expe rtise in handling a variety of
corporate matters for television and film
production companies. DAVES is soon to
marry Ross Dickinson Barker.
CLARENCE C. MCMASTER has been
appointed vice president and general
cou nse l of United Resources Insurance
Services. He has ed ited, Educators Tax
Planning Handbook, Personal Financial
Planning Handbook for Educators, and
Personal Financial Planning Handbook
for Health.
MARCIA R. MEOLI and her husband Joseph
B. Sleeper have moved to Western Michigan where she now works for McShane &
Bowie in Grand Rapids, MI. The firm co ncentrat es in bankruptcy law, construction
law and real estate law.
JOHN F. STOVALL, formerly in private practice, has been appointed genera l counse l
for the Kern County Water Agency in
Bake rsfield, CA.

THOMAS N. CHARCHUT was elected to
partnership with Haight, Brown, & Bonesteel of Santa Monica, CA on July 15, 1989.
JEFFREY A. DRACUP has formed a
partnership with John Lautsch, former
chai rman of the American Bar Association' s
Computer Law Division. The two have a
practice focusing on computer hardware
and software-related contracts and
liti gation , and are also involved in other
high-tech oriented lega l issues.
LO RRAIN E GRINDSTAFF of the Monrovia,
CA law firm of Pate n, Faith , & Sa ndford was
quoted in the Los Angeles Daily Jo urnal
article , "State Hig h Court Agrees t o Hear
Sex Bias Case," publish ed o n July 21,1989.
PAM ELA L. JO NES has been appoi nted to
th e position of Deputy Public Defe nder I
w ith the Law Offices of the Los A ngeles
Cou nt y Public Defender.

BR IAN D. KRANTZ spent the last two years
in Tokyo , employed in the foreign lawyer
app rentice p rog ram of And erso n, Mori &
Rab inow itz. In M ay, he joined the Business
Law Practice Group' s Sydney, Australia
office of Minter Ellison, where he is
engaged in Asian Pacific commercial and
financial practice. KRANTZ is currently
enro lled in extension classes at Sydney
University Law School. He asks that alumni
visiting the area call him at work (225-0999)
or home (977-8375).

ROBERT P. OLIKER is an assistant professo r
at Sonoma State University teaching la nd
use, envi ro nmental law, fu ndamentals of
real propert y and construction law.
JULIANNE M. SWEETER$ is an associate
with the Los Angeles law firm of Cummins
& White, where she is chiefly engaged in
appellate practice, including the handling
of civi l appeals and original writ proceedings in state and federa l courts of review.
She also serves as a consultant in connection w it h substantive and complex law and
motion, and writs and receivers proceedings
at the trial court level.

RAND! S. SAUL-OLSON has been a partner
since 1987 of MCKINNEY, WAINWRIGHT &
SAUL-OLSON. Curre nt president of Tulare
County Tria l Lawyers Association, SAULOLSON has completed the term as vice
president of the California Young Lawyers
Association of the State Bar.

SUE ELLEN SMYLE has joined Lewis,
D'Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard as an associate
in the firm's Los Angeles office. SMYLE
practices general business law.
CLIFFORD L. WERBER of Beverly Hills,
CA has been promoted to vice president of
legal affairs of Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation.

MARIAM. WALP, as of July, was
representi ng the defendant-appellatetenant in Ross v. Wells, in the Los A ngeles
Municipal Court. Through this case, WALP'S
aim was to change the California ru le that
each party bear its own cost and fees where
there is no provision for such in an adhesioncontract-type residential lease agreement.

SHARON E. YACKEY is currently deputy
county counsel for Los Angeles County.
YACKEY'S diverse work includes the
divisions of the Department of Children's
Services, where she deals with abused and
neg lected ch ildren; Worker's Compensation; Public Services; and Probate.

JOHN H. WALSH is a partner at Hillsinger &
Costanzo of San Diego, CA.
CHARLOTTE E. COSTAN is teaching
one section of Introduction to Appellate
Advocacy at Loyola Law School during the
fall semester.

ADRIENNE 5. DELL has left the public
defender's office in Los Angeles County to
open her own law office specializing in
criminal defense. She is sharing space with
her father, reti red Los Angeles Superior
Court Judge and former Loyola Law
School Adjunct Professor George Dell.

SANDRA GRYDER (HOINSKY) resides in
Westchester, CA and is an associate at the
Los Angeles law firm of Rich & Ezer.
ARNOLD P. PETER recently joined the Los
Angeles office of McDermott, Wi ll & Emery,
where he continues to concentrate in state
and federal commercia l litigation. He has
also published "The Morality of the First
Use of Nuclear Weapo ns," in the journal of
Public Law and Policy, summer issue. In
addition, PETER successfully represented a
death sentenced prisoner, and the basis for
the reversal of the death sentence by a
Georgia U.S. District Court was the subject
of an article published earli er in the
Criminal justice journal.

WILLIAM K. HANAGAMI is presently associated with King & W illiams in Los Angeles,
specializing in insurance defense and
insurance coverage.
MARIANNA HOFER, a vol unteer for free
legal advice at Senior Citizen's Ti lem Center
in Torrance, CA and board of directors
member of the South Bay Youth Service
Center, has been giving free lectures on
estate p lanning in the South Bay Area.
HOFER's area of practice centers around
estate planning and business.

JEFFREY N. REDO is an associate of with
the Law Offices of A lexander S. Polsky in
Tustin, CA.

MONICA MALEK-YONAN recently won
a judgement for an automobile accide nt
case in a non-jury trial in Van Nuys
Superior Court.

JUDITH ROBERTS has been elected vice
president of the University of Michigan
Alumni Association's Board of Governors
for 1989-90. She is a new member of the
National Association of Legal Search
Consultants, and serves on its education
committee. Her business, Roberts Attorney
Search, places attorneys in law firms
as we ll as in corporations.

MARK A . SHADRACK, for merly associated
w ith O'Melve ny & Myers, is now an associate of Rettis, Tester, Kruse & Krinsky in
Orange County.
RICHARD M . VACAR resigned as deputy
d i rector fo r the Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena
Airpo rt Authority to serve as Executive
Director fo r the Sarasota-Bradenton Airport
in Florida.

JOHN RUT AN, JR. recentl y became associated with the Law Offices of Alexander S.
Polsky in Tustin, CA. His area of practice is
insurance defense litigation.
DEBORAH SANCHEZ works for the Los
Angeles District Attorney's Office. She was
a panelist at Unive rsity of Ca lifornia Los
Angeles and L.A. Trade-Technical Co llege's
meeting on the American Indian - higher
education and the legal profession.

ROSS G. WHEATLEY, upon his return from
two years in Alaska, was promoted to the
rank of lieutenant commander and assigned
as the assistant legal officer for the 11th
Co ast Guard District in Long Beach, CA. H e
is curre ntly serving as cou nse l for matters
related to the grounding and repair of the
Exxon Va ldez.

I

WHEATLEY and his wife are expecting their
third child in February 1990.

CONSTANTINE M. BOUKIDIS, who married
Eugenia D. Rodinos in 1987 and is with the
Gle ndale, CA fi rm of Harney & Packer, was
selected for Who's Who in the West , 1989;
and is treasurer of t he St. Sophia Greek
Orthodox Cathed ral for 1989.

RODELL R. FICK is a member of the Police
Legal Advisors Committee for the California
Peace Officers Association (CPOA), and
rece ntly atte nded a CPOA tra ining conference in Pa lm Springs and helped coordinate
a workshop on lega l issues arising from the
use of firearms.

GREGORY F. FAULKNER completed his fifth
year with Mullen, M cCaughey & Henzell of
Santa Barbara, CA as a real estate, tax and
business associate. In addition, he recently
completed his term as president of the
Santa Ba rbara County Barristers' Clu b.
ELENA R. FRESHMAN received her LL.M.
in taxation from the Unive rsity of San Diego
in 1987.

DAVID G. GEFFEN, in addition to his
law pract ice, has started a new business
serving small- to mid-range law firms, called
LAWFAX. Using on-li ne computer research,
GEFFEN can FAX almost any case or statute
to a clie nt within two hours of the request.

LLOYD GREIF was profi led in the Los
Angel es Daily Journal article, "Top Sutro
Deal-maker Won't Rest on Laurels," in the
june 12, 1989 edition.

CHERYL L. JONES has been appointed to
the position of Deputy Public Defender I
with the Law Offices of the Los Angeles
County Public Defender.

BARBARA KALLINS opened he r own law
o ffice in Bellflower, CAin February specializing in general practice and general civil
litigation.

JOHN J. MORRIS has received recognitio n
by the Los Angeles County Bar Association
for his work as a volunteer attorney in the
dispute reso lution services.

DAN IEL J. KING has completed his fourth
year in so le practice specializing in business
and prope rty-re lated litigation and transactional mat ters, as we ll as corpo rate and
personal inj ury matters. He recently completed first-semester teaching of business
law to MBA candidates at Ca liforn ia State
Unive rsity. King is active as a volunteer
mediator and arbitrator for Ca lifornia
Lawyers fo r the Arts.

MALEK H. SHRAIBATI became a partner
in May in the new law firm of CHANG,
SHRAIBATI & LIM, which sp ecializes in
business and civil litigation, personal injury,
and criminal and family law.

SH ERRILL J. KUSHNER is n ow pra cticing
immigrati o n law. For two years, KUSHNER
has served on the edito rial board o f the Los
Angeles Lawye r, and has had the articles,
"Divine Inte rve ntion : Re lig io us Courts in
Los Angeles," and "Going Gracefull y How to Leave You r Law Fi rm," p ubl ish ed in
the mo nthly m agazine.

l

MARK J. SPALDING formed a nonprofit
group, AFS San Franci sco, which is affiliated
with the American Field Service, a high
school student foreign exchange program.
SPALD ING'S group is d esigned fo r "returnees" such as he (Argentina, 1978)
w h o work together in fund raising, hastings
and recruiting. This spring, he was a guest
lecturer at Hastings School of Law, San
Francisco, o n the Europea n Community
and Soviet Jo int Ventu re Law.
Continued on page II
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Committee for the Administration
of Justice.

NEW FACULTY VITAE
Ellen P. Aprill, Visiting Professor

Professor April\ received a B.A. from
the University of Michigan in 1970
and an M.A. from UCLA in 1972; her
).D. was awarded magna cum laude
by Georgetown University Law center in 1980. In 1980-81, Professor
April\ served as law clerk to the Han.
John D. Butzner, ]r., US Court of
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit, and
then as law clerk to U.S. Supreme
Court Justice Byron R White in
198 1-82.
linda

s. Beres, Visiting Professor

Professor Beres received a B.S. in
1976 from Cleveland State University, an M.S. in 1980 from the
University of Maryland and a ].D.
from the USC Law center in 1987,
where she was named to the Order
of the Coif
Barbara A. Blanco, Clinical
Professor and Faculty Clinical
Director

Following two years of private practice, Professor Blanco was staff
attorney for the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles from 19 7 8-8 L
Randy Frances Kandel, Associate
Professor

Professor Kandel received a B.A.
from the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, in 1966, a Ph.D. from
CU.N.Y., and a ].D. from New York
University Law School, where she
was a Root-Til den Scholar and was
named to the Order of the Coif
Laurie L. Levenson, Associate
Professor

Professor Levenson recei ved an A.B.
from Stanford University in 1977 and
a ).D. from UCLA in 1980, where she
was Chief Article Editor of the UCLA
Law Review. Professor Levenson was
law clerk for the Hon. ]ames Hunter,
Ill, of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Third Circuit.

Professor Blanco received a B.A.
(1971) and a J.D. (1976) from UCLA.

LE<iAL BRIEFS
Continued from page 10

K. CHRISTOPHER BRANCH has joined
Ko rn blum & McBride, where he represent s
clients in bad fai t h insu rance and commercial litigatio n. He and his w ife Ann e
expected their first child in October.
RICHARD A. DEEB has been appointed to
the board of the Lawyer Referral and Information Service, a su bsidiary of the Los
A ngeles County Bar Association.
STEVEN L GANALON has j oi ned the
Golden Arches' Real Estate Department of
McDonald's Corporation and is responsible
for acqui ring prope rty in the Los Angeles
region. GANALON is a member of the
Associatio n of Co rporate Real Estate
Executives.
EUGEN E HALL, JR. has been appointed to
the pos itio n of deputy public d efender I
with the Law Offices of the Los Angeles
County Public Defender.
MARY C. HERNDON has been promoted to
tax senior w ith Ernst & Young (formerly

ENGAGEMENTS,
MARRIAGES AND
ANNIVERSARIES
ELENA R FRESHMAN '84 and William C.
Schumann, C.P.A. married April 8, 1989.
TIMOTHY R GREENLEAF '81 and Wendy
Taylor married September 17, 198 8.
ANGELA HAWEKOTTE '79 married
Casey Quinn June 17, 1989.
STEPHEN A. JAMIESON '84 and Erica
Goldstein engaged to be married July 14,
1990.
AMYL KENT '87 and KEN BERKE '87
married in May, 1989.
JOHN LISENBERY '88 and MICHELLE
LAMOR. a first-year student at Loyola
Law School, married August 27, 1988.
The two have purchased a home in San
Pedro, CA.
LESLIE A WATTS '84 of Lillick & MeHose and Daniel Dale McNeil, a senior
computer engineer with Quotron Systems, Inc., married April 15, 1989.
JOSHUA NEEDLES '77 and janet
Greenberg married November 20, 1988.
The newlyweds reside in Marina del Rey.
NEEDLES handles federal civil litigation,
and serves as a defender for clients
accused of various criminal acts.
MARK A SCHADRACK '85 and Karen M.
White married July 22, I 989.

A rthur Young) of Los Angeles, CA. She married Larry Hi rsch i n Ja nuary 1988 and they
expected their first ch ild in October, a girl.
JOSEPH A. KRITZER is employed with the
Law Offices of M. Victo r Hamada of Los
Angeles, CA and is a member of the
American Immigration Lawyers Association.
ANN MIGDEN has been promoted to
assistant executive director of the W rite rs
Gu ild of America, West, Inc.

DACIA CASWELL has joined the law firm of
Spray, Gould & Bowers.
ROB ERT C. CHANDLER and JONATHAN C.
STEVENS '88 have formed CHANDLER &
STEVENS, A LAW CORPORATION in
Orange, CA, w hich specializes in corporation and business law, real estate law and
environmental law.
ERIC S. EMANU ELS joined the hospital and
physician de partment of Veatch, Carlson ,
Gro gan & N elson, and p ractices healthcare
law. EMANUELS is a member o f the healthcare professional law section of the Los
Ange les County Bar Association.

MICHAEL L SLOAN '84 is engaged to
marry Robin M. Miller, a Los Angeles
deputy city attorney and daughter of
LOREN MILLER, JR '62.
CHARLES H. SMITH '85 and Susan
Michele Simpson married March 4, 1989.
JULIA E. SYLVA '83 and Kenneth S.
Bloomfield married September 3, 1989.
DENNIS W. TWITCHELL '71 and Patricia
Marie Twitchell married April 31, 1988.
WEN W. YANG '8 1 and Clifford Donald
Feak, Ill married August 12, 1989.

BIRTHS
Charles Anthony Askenaizer born March
15, 1988 to Joyce and MICHAEL S.
ASKENAIZER '80.
Sean Steward Beck born )Une 6, 1989 to
Jerilyn and TOM BECK '77.
Emily Ann Brown on September 22, 1988
to Christine and THOMAS M. BROWN '84.
Justin Paul Bryant born June 15, 1989 to
the family of PAUL H. BRYANT '86.
Caroline Winter Cislo to Usa and DANIEL
CISLO '86, who hope she continues the
family tradition of practicing patent law.
Timothy Howard Erkel on May 9, 1989 to
Carey and JAMES L ERKEL '78.
Joseph Faulkner in March 1989 to jane
and GREGORY F. FAULKNER '84. joseph
has two brothers: John, age four; and

John T. Nockleby, Visiting
Professor

Professor Nockleby received a B.A.
from the University of Montana in
1977 and a ).D. from Harvard Law
School in 1980, where he was Developments Editor of the Harvard Law
Review. In 1980-81, Professor
Nockleby served as law clerk for
the Hon. Francis D. Murnaghan, Jr.,
of the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Fourth Circuit.
Sande Buhai Pond, Visiting
Professor and Legal Director of the
western Law Center for the
Handicapped

Professor Pond received a B.A. from
UCLA in 1979 and a J.D. cum laude
from Loyola Law School in 1982. She
served as Research Attorney for the
Los Angeles Superior Court from
1982-84; she was then appointed to
the position of Deputy Attorney
General for the State of California
from 1984-89, serving in the civil
licensing section. In 1987- 88 she
served on the California State Bar

ANDREW R. FLIER has worked w ith the
District Attorney's Office since August 1988
as a senior law clerk, then dep uty d istrict
attorney . His experience includes more tha n
16 jury trials, 150-plus felo ny preliminary
hearings, nu merous court trials and run ni ng
the cou rt's dai ly calendar. In addition to
havin g writte n an appellate brief fo r California Court of Appeals Justice Elwood Lui,
he has attended many lectures focus ing o n
all aspects of criminal law to civi l lit igation
and court r ules/procedu re.
KENNETH T. FONG is serving o n the
board of directo rs of the United Way's
Asian Youth Project. Th e o rganizatio n
serves Asia n yo uth in t he San Gabriel Valley,
in the areas of drug prevention and fam i ly
counseling, sports and recreation, job
placement and mental health services.
STEVEN M. KATZ is a misdemeanor trial deputy for the Kern County district attorney. He
is also the 1989 chairman of the Kern County
Professiona ls for Youth, w hich holds an
annual sports and anti-drug awareness camp
every june for junior h igh school students
from Bakersfield and Kern County, CA.
JOHN LISEN BERY recent ly joined Lewis,

Clay, age two.
cam illa Rose Gordon on October 17, 1988
to Monica and JOSEPH T GORDON '81.
Blake Andrew Hanagami on January 4,
1989 to Sandra and WILLIAM K.
HANAGAMI '8 5.
Hannah Nicole Mansky born March
II, 1989 to the family of TERRY P.
MANSKY '79.
Elizabeth Martinez-Salomon born on
February 28, 1989 to Esaul and MELISSA
MARTINEZ-SALOMON '85.
Brent Meaglia born September 6, 1988 to
the family of RICHARD W. MEAGLIA '79.
Benjamin Pitzer born October 25, 1988
to GLORIA SCHARRE PITZER '78 on
October 25, 1988.
Harrison Mitchell Ruttenberg born May 7,
1989 to GARY MITCHELL RUTTENBERG
'70 and BRENDA HARVEY RUTTENBERG

'72.
Magen Ruth Slater born October 29,
1988 to Diane and RALPH D. SLATER
'75, w ho have three other children:
Jessica, age 10; Matthew, age eight; and
Christopher, age five.
Emma Elizabeth Stone born April 6,
1989 to Lisa and MATTHEW P. STONE
'88.

Gilda Tuoni Russell, Associate
Professor

Professor Russell received a B.A.
from the University of New Mexico in
1973, a ).D. in 1976 from Boston
College Law School, where she was
Articles Edit or of the Law Review,
and an LLM. from Harvard in 1980.
Professor Russell served as law clerk
to the Hon. Francis ). Quirico of the
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court in 1977.
Sean M. Scott, Associate Professor

Professor Scott received her B.A. in
198 1 from Smith College and a ).D.
from the New York University School
of Law in 1985. She practiced
privately in Baltimore for two years
before relocating to Los Angeles. In
Los Angeles she practiced for two
years in the fields of corporate law
and the legal concerns of financial
institutions.
Jon H. Sylvester, Visiting Professor

After receiving a B.A. from Stanford
University in 1973 and an MJ
(Journalism) from UC Berkeley in
1975, where he was a New York
Times Fellow, Professor Sylvester
received a J.D. from Harvard Law
School in 198 L

•

D' A mato, Brisbois & Bisgaard after leaving
the law firm of Hagenbough & Murphy.
E. JOHN MEYERS, ANTHONY M . PETERS
and JUDI GWEN SCHECTER each have been
appointed Deputy Defender I w ith the Law
Offices of the Los Angeles County
Publi c Defender.
LESLIE A. MOSKO recently join ed Berman &
Clark as an associate attorney.
MARION C. PULSIFER attended the
Hastings Trial Advocacy Se minar in Ju ly and
se rved as a delegate fo r O range Co unty to
the State Bar Convent io n in San Diego in
September.
MATIHEW P. STONE of the Los Angeles law
firm of Seligmann, Slyngstad & Wright
attended a semi nar in envi ronm enta l law in
May, and is a member of the Los Angeles
Count y Bar Association and the A merican
Bar Associ ation .
GERALYN M. WARREN married John P.
Wa rre n II of Warren Bu sin ess Forms, Inc.,
Newton, MAin September 1988. The
couple, who resid e i n Boston, MA, were
surprised by a call and visit from Loyola
Law Schoo l Professor Arnold Siegel in July.

•

RETIREMENTS
DARRELL E. MOORE '63, who has his
own law practice in Covina, CA, plans on
retiring wi thin the next several months
and relocate to Ocean Shores, WA.
ROY L NORMAN retired on February 19,
1989 after 20 years on the bench; II of
those years with Rio Honde Municipal
Court and nine with the Los Angeles
Superior Court, Pomona Beach, CA. Since
his retirement, NORMAN has been engaged in pro- tempore judging for the Superior
Court, private judging, settlement
conferences and traveL Thirty years after
law school, NORMAN claims, "I still love
the law and I have found the hard years of
law school study worth the effort."

DEATHS
PAUL GONZALES '88 in Los Angeles, CA.

(Because of the large number of
responses received for Legal Briefs, we
were unable to include them all in this
issue of the Lawyer. Other contributions
will be included in the next edition.)
•
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
1989
NOVEMBER
Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

Friday, February 2
7:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate

Tuesday, November 14
5:30p.m. - 7:30p.m.
Orange County Courthouse

Reception for Orange County
Alumni

Sunday, February 4
2:00p.m.
5:00p.m.
Ahmanson Theater

1-1

Friday, December I
7:30a.m. - 8:00a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate

Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

Saturday, December 9
Sacred Heart Chapel
Loyola Marymount Univ.
6:30p.m.
8:00p.m.

Alumni Association Christmas
Chorale Concert

MARCH

FEBRUARY

Friday, November 3
7:30a.m. - 8:00a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate

DECEMBER

1990

1990
Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

Friday, March 2
7:30 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.
Chapel of the Advocate

Chancellor's First Friday
Mass and Forum

Phantom of the Opera

Sunday, March 4
Santa Anita Racetrack

Day at Santa Anita Racetracl

To Be Announced

Orange County Forum
"Issues in Family Law"

Matinee Performance
Reception

Sunday, February II
St. Vibiana's Cathedral
!0:30a.m.

ABA Red Mass
Celebration of Uturgy
Archbishop Mahoney
Reception

Saturday, February 24
7:30p.m.

Night at LMU Basketball
LMU vs Santa Clara University

Reception
Concert
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